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PREFACE 
The research in this stv.dy v'ras made possible b y an 
arrang8ment between the Uni on College Character Research 
Pro ject and Boston Univers i ty Graduate School i n 'Nh ich t he 
v'rriter has explored a probl em defined by CRP and appropriate 
to the dis sertational requi rements of Boston University 
Graduate School . 
~he writer ' s indebtedness to a number of persons here-
with is expressed. Of spec ial mention are three professors 
at Boston University : Dr . Paul E. Johnson, Professor of 
Psychology of Relig ion and the writer ' s major : rofessor; 
D:;."' . Donal d l•i . 1'•laynard , ?rofessor of Religious Education and 
the first reader of this dissertation; Dr . Sam T ed~ick , Pro-
fessor of Practical Theology a nd the second reader of this 
d issertation. 
Acknowledgement of the helpful association to the Nriter 
of the staff of the Character B.esearch Project i n Schenectady, 
New York is made , also . l'lembers of the Home Dynamics Study 
Committee assisted spec ifically in orienting t he Nriter to 
statistical methods and procedures , and include Dr . Ernest N. 
Ligon, Dire ctor• of CRP , Sally Smith, l'Tary 0 ' Brien, Hi n ifred 
Baker , Joan Lohmann, and Dr . Richard Seymour. Jeanne S lellen-
berger as s isted. a s a laboratory rater of pa r ent reports . 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. OBJECTIVES 
The purpose of this study has been to determine if 
there are patterns of adjustment, family types, in a 
sampling of families participating in the Union College 
Character Research Project. 
The dynamics of family relationships is very complex. 
Because of this, some kind of categorical medium for des-
cribing family relationships is most desirable if it can 
be found. vlhat takes place in family living? If one can 
describe it accurately, then one should be able to predict 
how it will operate in the future. If the description of 
present and the prediction of future family living are valid., 
then it lends itself to a cert2in amount of control. Scien-
tific inquiry ought to result in the production of more 
effective kinds of family life. 'I'his three-fold objective 
is at the heart of all scientific exploration of human be-
havior, and knowledge about marriage , the home, the family 
is a fruitful area for much additional research of this sort. 
Another of the study's aims has been to attempt the 
discovery of additional insights for strengthening marriage 
and family ties. The breakdovm of many family units today 
indicates the need for increased understanding of the in-
gredients which make for stability and cohesiveness in family 
2 
living. In 1900 there were 9.3 marriages per 1000 popula-
tion and 0.7 divorces per 1000 population. In 1930 there 
were 9.2 marriages and 1.6 divorces per 1000 population. 
The corresponding ratio in 1940 was 12.1 marriages and 2.0 
divorces. The peak was reached in 1946 with 16.4 marriages 
and 4.3 divorces. By 1950 the ratio was 11.0 marriages and 
l 
2.5 divorces for each 1000 population. 
This study was initiated as a part of the ongoing 
research of the Union College Character Research Project. 
Details of this cooperation have been described in Chapter 
T\'W . The Project makes major emphasis on home teaching of 
character. It believes that character ed:ucation is most 
successful when parents continue in the home the learning 
process carried on in the Church School. If more accurate 
know~edge concerning the dynamics of the family can be as-
certained, then character education curriculum materials and 
procedures can be determined and employed with greater effect. 
Assisting character education to increased success has been 
the third of the study's aims. 
Our fourth objective was to test out the validity of 
the data-gathering instrument, the Home Dynamics Study 
Questionnaire, which has been used in this study.Parents 
were asked to rate the influence of the 63 factors in the 
Questionnaire on themselves as they undertook the home 
1 u.s. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the 
United States: 1952. (73rd edition), vJashington,D.c., 
1932, p.39. 
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teaching of attitudes of character to their children. 
Have the responses parents made to the Questiorraaire 
given the investigator clues into the interaction of 
2 
family living? The study has attempted an answer to this 
question. 
II. TRENDS IN FAMILIES TODAY 
Students of family life in America report that a 
period of broad social and cultural transition surrounds 
many families today. This change often reveals families 
in transit from a patriarchal to a democratic structure. 
In many instances in the past, the family tended to be 
3 
3 
unified by social pressure, formal laws, tradition, econom-
ic necessity, the authority of the head of t~e family, 
strict discipline, and extensive ritual. Now, however, 
frequently the family tends to be structured on the basis 
of companionship. The f oci of family integration, in these 
latter cases, stem from the relationships existing between 
family members, their mutual affection, their sympathetic 
4 
understanding, their comradeship. 
Accompanying this structural transition have been 
numerous fu.nctional changes in many families. In the past 
2 See Appendix A for a sample of the HDS Questioru1aire. 
3 Evely..a. Nlllis Duvall and Heuben Hill, ~ X£.11 I'1arry 
(New Yor1: : Association Press, 1948), pp.412 f. 
4 Ernest \tl ,, Burgess and Harvey J. Locke, ~ Family 
(New Yorl:: : American Book Company, 1945), p.vii. 
4 
many families carried on the economic function in the home 
and usually were self-sufficient. For many, formal educa-
tion of f amily members was a function of the home. The home 
was the scene for a large part of the recreation, individ-
ual and group, shared in by family members. Many families 
assumed total responsibility for the protection of their 
members. Usually the family is the setting for perpetuation 
of the race and the source of needful affection for family 
members. In the opinion of some social scientists only this 
latter two-fold function of the family has not been altered 
5 
by the social transitions mentioned above. 
Other analysts describe additional phases in the 
6 
transition of current family living. They believe that 
controls on the family unit by grandparents, other rela-
tives, and the community generally have diminished. World 
\'far II has accelerated the trend toward the companionship 
type of marriage relationship. The trend of equality of the 
sexes has expanded democratic f amily living as has the rise 
in the status of women.o 
Abraham Stone, N.D., in the introduction of a recent 
book, speaks to this same condition when he says that 
the stability of a marriage in our generation 
depends more upon inner cohesive forces, an 
5 Alva Nyrdal, Nation and Family 
(London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner and Co., Ltd., 
1945), p.6. 
6 Duvall and Hill, QQ.• ill•, pp.41·2 f. 
inner unity and harmony and compatibility 
between husband and wife, parents and child-
ren. To achieve this unity requires mature 
and adequate personalities .? 
It is evident from analysis of change in many modern 
families that pertinent research into the dynamics of the 
5 
family well may center in interpersonal relations among its 
members . As has been stated previously, the present study 
chose to move in such a direction. 
III. TYPOLOGIES IN 1HE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
There are differences of opinion among social scien-
tists regarding the pragmatic value of typologies. Allport, 
for example, asserts that any doctrine of types tends to 8 l 
obscure the individual uniqueness of personality. This is 
a real danger, but it need not result if the theoretical 
basis upon which a typology is to rest is sound. Questing 
for patterns of family adjustment seems legitimate to the 
writer when care is exercised in defining the underlying the-
ory. To discover that a number of families have patterns of 
adjustment which are similar among themselves and dissimilar 
to patterns of a different group of families does not imply 
that every family in either group has no unique differences . 
Also, if a number of families are similar in several vari-
ables, this may constitute a type even if these same families 
7 Allan Fromme , ~ Psychologist Looks At Sex ~ Narriag~ 
(New York .... Prentice -Hall, Inc., 1950T, p . xiv. 
8 Gordon w. Allport , Personality , ~Psychological Interpretation 
(Nev.r York: Benry Holt and Co ., 1937) , pp .l3-15. 
are dissimilar in an infinite number of other variables. 
Typical constructs are useful when they help the social 
scientist to give a clearer description of individual and 
6 
group variables of human personality. Such has been the 
fundamental objective of this study, and the following hist-
orical sampling of typologies gives background to it. 
As we look into past undertakings, we find a number of 
experimenters 't'lho have used typical constructs as a specific 
convenience in describing personality and family organization. 
Jung's extraverted and introverted types have given person-
9 
ality theory two useful categories. Observers can recognize 
these two major groupings into vlhich people tend to fit. 
However, no person is totally extravert or introvert, and a 
person may tend to be one type in a certain situation , and 
the other type in a different situation. 
Kretschmer studied mental illness and advanced the 
theory that certain kinds of mental illness tended to be 
10 
found in persons with specific types of body structure. 
"Manic depressives" usually had "pyknic" bodies, bodies 
g iven to fleshiness and rotundity. "Schizophrenes" usually 
had "asthenic" or "athle tic" type bodies . Slender persons 
belonged to the "asthenicn type; persons with well-developed 
skeleton, skin and musculature were in the 11 athletic" group. 
9 C.G. Jung, Psychological Types 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., Inc., 1924) 
10 E. Kretschmer, Physique and Character 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., Inc., 1925) 
Sheldon has developed further the body types of 
Kretschmer on "the radical premise: that behavior is a 
11 
function of structure. 11 He gives the following names to 
'7 
his somatotypes: endomorphy, fleshiness and roundness; meso-
morphy, massive strength and muscle; ectomorphy, flatness 
12 
and fragility throughout the body. Sheldon has formulated 
13 
categories of temperament also. The 11 viscerotonic 11 temper-
ament tends to a general relaxation of body, a "comfortable 
person. 11 The 11 somatotonic 11 temperament usually is found 
among persons who are active and very energetic. The 11 ce-
rebrotonic 11 temperament usually is seen in persons who have 
strong inhibitory control over their expressions of feeling. 
Sheldon believes that there are consistent relationships be-
tween body types and types of temperament, but as he says, 
14 
11 not in any one-to-one fashion." 
In general, students of personality theory have not 
found body typology as useful as Kretschmer, Sheldon, and 
their followers had hoped for. Still, such a typology has 
helped the investigator see more clearly that body structure 
11 ~villiam H. Sheldon, Varieties .Qf. Delinquent Youth 
(New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1949), p.3. 
12 Ibid., pp.l4-l6. 
13 William H. Sheldon, ~ Varieties .Qf. Human Physique 
(New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1940), p.236. 
14 Ibid., p.237. 
8 
is a part of personality, and has significant correlation 
15 
with behavior. 
One other example of types in personality theory is 
16 
that postulated by Spranger. He has designated six 
ideally basic types of individuality, one of which tends 
to be dominant in the individual person. His typology in-
eludes the theoretic, ecqnomic, aesthetic, social, political, 
and religious attitudes. Doubtless, no single person is 
totally motivated by only one of these ideal attitudes, but 
individuals do seem to cluster about one or the other. 
Gordon w. Allport and Philip E. Vernon have constructed "A 
Study of Values," based directly on Spranger's types. It has 
been given wide usuage as "a scale for measuring tl1e dominant 
interests in personality. 11 
The foregoing illustrations of personality types, while 
not without limitations, do point to a descriptive value 
which has enhanced the findings in social science research. 
We would expect similar value from family organization typ-
ologies. Four examples are described briefly below. 
Duvall gives two classifications to families, the 
17 
traditional and the developmental. The traditional type centers 
on the family as a fairly static institution. 
15 Gardner I'lurphy, An Introc1uction .t..Q. Psychology (New York: 
Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1951), pp.509-512. 
16 Eduard Spranger, Types of Men 
(Halle: Ivlax Niemeyer Verlag, 1928) 
.17 Evelyn Nillis Duvall, 11 Conceptions of Parenthood, rt The Amer-
ican Journal£[ Sociology, LII, (November, 1946), 193-20~ 
The developmental type is per son-centered with companion-
ship as the cohesive factor. Duvall believes that present-
day families are tending more toward the developmental and 
away from the traditional. 
9 
A three-fold typology for family organization has been 
18 
proposed by Zimmerman. He thinks of the family in the light 
of its power as a social unit and its functions delegated to it 
by society. The first type he calls 11 the trustee family." 
Families classified in this way charge each successive genera-
tion of members with the responsibility of preserving and 
passing on the family's heritage from the past. The individ-
ual member is subject to the will of the family and has only 
a minimum of personal freedom. The "trustee famil y" has the 
largest amount of power and social influence, and hence the 
largest amount of control over its members. In contrast to 
this type is what Zimmerman calls "the atomistic family." 
In the "atomistic" family the individual is freed of the 
arbitrary ties of family loyalty. He assumes complete respons-
ibility for himself. "The domestic family" is Zimmerman's 
intermediate type. This type of family grants considerable 
freedom to its members, but it preserves also sufficient 
social strue ture to make the family a dependable unit in its 
political and social environment. Zimmerman believes that 
the 11 domestic 11 pattern is the more common family type in our 
world today. 
18 Carle c. Zimmerman, Family and Civilization 
(New York: Harper ana Brothers Publishers, l947), 
pp.l25-1.31. 
r.Janford Kulm has suggested that a typology of the 
family according to the roles family members play should 
be helpful in adding to the understanding of family dyna-
19 
mics. He offers a six-dimensio~aal construct as follows: 
1. The people-centered family. 
2. 'l'he thing-centered family. 
3. The 'idea-sentiment-complex' centered family. 
4. The a ctivities-centered family. 
5. 1'he status-centered family. 
6. The f amily turned in on itself. 20 
Each of these types indicates the functional goal toward 
which the members of a family may tend to move. 
10 
P.G. Herbst, in a questionnaire study of f amily rela-
tionships, concludes that families may be categorized accord-
21 
ing to the factor of control or power. · He offers three 
possible classifications: the autocratic family in which de-
cisions p ertaining to the g-roup usually are made by one mem-
ber; the syncratic f amily in which family decisions are made 
by t he f amily group ; and the autonomic f amily i n which var ious 
2 2 
members tend t o f unction i ndependently or autonomously . 
1 9 Howard Becker and Reuben Hill, editors, F'ainily Harriage 
~ Parenthood (Boston: D.C. Heath and Co., 1948), p .l66. 
20 IJ2.l9.., p .l66. 
21 P . G. Herbst, 11 1I'h.e Heasurement of Family Relationships, 11 
Human Relations, V, (February, 1952), 3-35. 
22 ~., p .lo. 
11 
Enumeration of these examples of personality and 
family organization types suggests the service a soundly 
constr ucted typology may render in giving more adequa te 
description to the human quotient, as an individual and as 
a member of a group such as the family. Our next step has 
been to examine some of the formal studies which have been 
made in the realm of marriage and the family. 
IV. PAS 1.r STUDIES OF I"lARB.I AGE AND THE FA1'1ILY 
Any attempt at investigating the factors of rela tion-
s hip in marriage and the family will be most complex and 
d ifficult. However, psychologists and sociologists have 
accepted the burden of the task, and have tried to approach 
the problem from a number of different angles. 
One of the most comprehensive and detailed of t he earlier 
studies was that conducted by Lewis N. Terman and his 
23 
associates. 'rhis was a questionnaire study concerned with 
the relationship of some 400 variables to the marital happiness 
scores of 792 married couples who composed the main experi-
mental group. The study's sample population was representative 
of the middle and upper-mid.dle classes of urban and semi-
urban Californians. The data were gathered between December 
of 1934 and Nay of 1935. 
23 Lewis 111. Terman, Psychological Factors in I'1ari tal Happiness 
(New York: J.'o1cGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1'938) 
Terman found that there was a significant correlation 
between a couple 1 s marital happiness ano_ the personality 
24 
12 
component of the spouses. Persons having mature and well-
adjusted personalities tended to be happier in their marriage 
than those with immature personalities. The background 
factors of the couple such as family income, occupation of 
the husband, the differences in age and schooling of the 
spouses had little relationship to their marital happiness. 
The background items which did seem to have some slight 
significance were the happiness of the couple's parents, 
the childhood happiness of the couple, the absence of con-
flict between the spouses and their mothers, and a moderate 
25 
but consistent discipline in childhood. 
Among numerous sex factors which had been assumed to 
have high significance as correlates of happiness, Terman 
and his co-Horkers found only two, the wife's orgasm adequacy, 
26 
and husband- wife difference in strength of sex drive. In 
evaluating their own study these investigators said: 
Heaningful clinical analyses are expensive, but we 
can never hope to replace them by the routine applica-
tion of psychometric methods . Each of the two approach-
es should reinforce and bring improvements in the other. 27 
24 ~·' p .J68. 
25 Ibid., p .372. 
26 ~-' p .J74. 
27 Ibid. , p . 378. 
A second carefully structured study was that of 
28 
13 
Burgess and Cottrell. They sought to determine some method 
for measuring the effectiveness of a marriage. From such a 
method, if their search succeeded, they could then predict 
the probable success of future marriages. They looked u~on 
marriage as an adjustment between two personalities. 
A well-adjusted marriage from the point of viet-; 
of this study may then be defined as a marriage in 
which the attitudes and acts of each of the partners 
produce an environment which is favorable to the 
functioning of the personality of each, particularly 
in the sphere of primary relationships. 29 
They used a questionnaire as the chief means for securing 
their data, but they supplemented it with several extensive 
case studies. Thei~ population sample consisted, in the main, 
of a young, middle-class, native-white American, urban group. 
There were 526 couples involved. 
Burgess e.nd Cottrell, like 'rerman and his associates, 
used happiness as the criterion for judging the success or 
30 
failure of a marriage. They set up the following five 
indications of marital adjustment: (1) essential agreement 
between husband and wife on the major issues of their rela-
tionship such as finances, in-laws, friends, et cetera; 
28 Ernest vi . Burgess and Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr., Predicting 
Success .Q.:t Failure 1:n 11arriage (New York: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., 1939) 
29 IQJJi., p.lo. 
30 illQ..' p.Jl. 
(2) substantial number of common :tnterests and joint 
activities; (3) frequent overt demonstrations of 
affection and mutual confidences; (4) f ew complaints 
about the marriage; (5) few personal frustrations as 
31 
loneliness, irritations, lack of self-confidence. 
'l1hose marriages in which these five adjustment indications 
were most prevalent ought to be the happiest. Interpreta-
tions given their data were: 
1. \·iives make the major adjustment in marriage. 
2. The affectional relationships of childhood 
condition the love life of the adult. 
3. Socialization of the person is significant 
for adjustment in marriage. 
4. The economic factor, in itself, is not 
significant for adjustment in marriage. 
5. With the majority of couples, sexual 
adjustment in marriage appears to be a 
resultant not so much of biologi·cal 
factors as of psychogenetic development 
and of cultural conditioning of attitudes 
toward sex. 32 
14 
Burgess and Cottrell concluded that prediction before 
marriage of successful marital adjustment is feasible. They 
believe that methods of prediction can be developed further 
through the combined use of statistical and case-study 
33 
techniques. 
34 
Nore recently, Landis carried on an investigation 
31 ~., pp.47 f . 
32 Ibid., pp.341-347. 
33 Ibid., p.347. 
34 Judson T. Landis, "Length of Time Required To Ach ieve 
Ad justment in Harriage, 11 Americap. Sociological Review , 
XI, (December, 1946), 666-677. 
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amon g 409 couples to see if there was a relationship between 
the length of time required to adjust in major areas of marr-
iage and the quality of happiness present in their marriages. 
A four page questionnaire was sent to the parents of some 
900 freshmen and sophomore college students. The responses of 
409 of the couples were used. In the main , this sample popula-
tion was made up of persons in the upper levels of income and 
education. 
In this study by Landis the participants were asked to 
estimate the length of time required for them to make mutual-
ly satisfactory marital adjustment in the areas of sex rela-
tions, spending family income, social activities, in-law 
rel ationships , religious activities, and mutual friends. Then 
the couples were asked to rate their marriages on a five point 
scale of happiness. 48% rated their marriages as being very 
happy; 34.6% rated themselves as being happy; average happi-
ness was rated by 16.L~% ; l Jb were unhappy or very v_nhappy. 
Landis_ found a very close relationship between the ad-
justment time and the he.ppiness rating. Those who adjusted 
well from the start of their marriage in all six areas rated 
their marriage as very happy. As the adjustment time increased, 
the degree of happiness tended to decrease. 
If spouses agreed that they had failed to make 
adjustments in any two areas, approximately four 
out of five of the marriages were classified as 
average or unhappy. If they fai led to adjust in 
three or more areas, all were in the average or 
unhappy classification • • • Some couples were 
contemplating diYorce who had failed to adjust 
in from two to five areas. 35 
Also , husbands and wives were in agreement that sex ad-
justments required the longest amount of time. The other 
five areas of adjustment decreased in the time needed as 
foll ows: spending family income, social and recreational 
activities, in-law relationships, religious activities, 
36 
and mutual friends. 
37 
Another recent study approaches family living from 
the standpoint of family ritual. Bossard and Boll believe 
that family ritual is a more accurate index of family 
16 
integration than either happiness or individual fulfilment. 
They define ritual as 
a pattern of prescribed formal behavior, 
pertaining to some specific event, occasion, 
or situation, which tends to be repeated 
over and over again. As it develops, it tends 
to demand relatively punctilious observance, 
admitting of no, or at least very fe~'l, excep-
tions or deviations~ As time goes on, it often 
becomes ceremonious, and sometimes solemn. 
Ritual is something to be done, not something 
to be thought out. 38 
Bossard and Boll collected approximately 400 case records. 
Their record sources were written autobiographies, university 
students, residents in the neighborhood of a social settlement 
who were active in its program, residents in a middle-class 
suburban area, some Junior League members, and a group of 
35 ~., pp.674 f. 
36 Ibid., pp . 6'?6 f. 
37 James H.S. Bossard and Eleanor s. Boll.!. Ritual In Family 
Living (Philadelphia: Univ. of Penna . ~ress, 19~) 
38 Ibid., p.9. 
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unselected adults. From these sources, family rituals were 
enumerated and assigaed to one of the three broad social 
classes in which they had occurred. Bossard and Boll had 
set up these social strata more or less arbitrarily. Their 
lower-class families developed rituals of expediency either 
to keep the home intact or to provide means of escape to more 
exciting realms. Their middle-class families tended to develop 
rituals which aided in striving for high goals of morality 
and social cooperation. Their upper-class families tended, 
by the rituals they created, to preserve the fortunate cir-
39 
cumstances of their lives. 
Rituals in family living are of many kinds. Numerous 
families develop consistent patterns of behavior at meal-
times. Often, Sunday dinner is the one time in the week when 
all family members a.re present, dressed in their best perhaps, 
enjoying special food delicacies not had at other meals during 
the week. 1·ihile not necessarily aware of the process, family 
members may go to considerable effort to be on hand for this 
weekly Sunday meal. Nuch of the content of table discussion 
may have a special quality at this meal. And very likely, as 
the children grow up and establish homes of their owa, this 
ritual may be duplicated in their homes also. 
Another illustration of family ritual comes from the 
writer's home. Our elder daughter, aged seven as this is 
written, is part of a repetitious bed-time pattern. Usually 
39 Ibid., pp.l32 f. 
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the child's mother supervises the child's bath and similar 
evening routines. Also, the mother reads a story of the 
<laughter 1 s choice after the child is in bed. The mother 's 
final good-night is prefaced by a prayer. Then the mother 
comes downstairs and the v~iter goes up for his brief good-
night . This may consist of a bit of "rough-house" or other 
play activity terminated by a good-night kiss. In this fam-
ily ritual parent-child relationships are developed in 
specific ways; the child has imaginative stimulus from the 
stories read; religious orientation is a part of the exper-
ience; and the repetitious pattern surrounds the child with 
system and order. 
From their study, Bossard and Boll concluded that ritual 
helps to ease the stress and strain of group living. Ritual 
helps condition the behavior of younger family members. It 
is an integral part of family culture and. varies from class 
to class. Ritual regularizes interpersonal relations in the 
family, especially between husband and \fife, and between 
parents and children. Family rituals offer a fruitful start-
ing point for studying family culture patterns. In marriage, 
the participants come from different ritualistic backgrounds. 
This necessitates re-adjustments of ritual in the newly formed 
marital union. Ritual analysis is a relatively reliable measure 
40 
of family integration. 
40 ~., pp.202 f. 
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Another of the more recent studies explores the 
relationship of marital happiness and role conflicts. It 
takes the hypothesis that 
The amount of self-judgment of 'happiness' 
or •unhappiness' in marriage depends upon, or 
is at least related to, the number of conflicts 
between role expectations and roles played by 
the subject, and role expectations for the 
subject's r~.te and the roles played by the 
subject's mate , as the subject sees it. 42 
50 male and 50 female married students and students' 
wives were given structured interviews. Included in each 
interview vvere 22 questions about the subject's role ex-
19 
pectations, 22 questions about the roles played by the sub-
ject, 22 questions pertaining to the subject's expectation 
of the mate's role, and 22 questions concerning the roles 
played by the subject's mate. Ort found a high correlation 
between the number of role conflicts in marriage and the self-
43 
happiness rating of the individual. He believes that "role 
expectation" and "role played" concepts are useful means for 
44 
studying the family. 
Yi-Chuang Lu has taken 11 background factors and has 
explored their correlation V'fith the marital roles of a husband 
41 Robert S. Ort, nA Study of Role-Conflicts As Related 11o 
Happiness In Narriage," J'ournal .Qf. Abnormal ~ Social 
Psychology, XLV, (1950), 691-699. 
42 ~., p . 692 . 
43 ill.Q.., p.698 . 
44 Ibic1., p . 699. 
4.5 
and wife. He has chosen three primary marital roles: 
husband-dominant, equalitarian, and wife-dominant 
hu sband-wife relationship. 593 couples, either enga ged or 
married, constituted the sample population. Among Lu's 
conclusions were such findings as the following : husbands 
20 
who were more dominan t had had conflicts with their mothers 
while their wives hao_ not had conflicts with t heir own moth-
ers . In equalit;arian couples, neither spouse had had conflicts 
l'fi t h their mothers. In wife-more-dominant couples, the wife 
had had conflicts with her mother but the husband had not with 
his. The purpose of this study was to try to constr uct a pre-
diction device. If Lu learned sufficient backgTound inf orma-
tion from the sample couples, then he expected to be able to 
predict the k ind of roles they would play in their ma rriages. 
His study did not test out the prediction instrument after it 
had been formulated. Also, Lu observed in his study tha t 
The prediction instrument does not take i n to 
accm.mt the cultural expectation of husband-dominance. 
Since the traditional expectation of husband.-dominan ce 
is still prevalent in some parts of the present cult-
ure, the expectancy table of husband-dorni:nant role 
which does not include the cultural expectation factor, 
therefore, will not give so good a prediction as the 
expect ancy tables of equalitarian role and t he wife-
more-dominan t role which are determined more by fam-
ilial and psychogenic and less by social factors. 46 
This study was only moderately successful, but it does offer 
a potentially useful research technique. 
45 Yi-Chuang Lu, "Predi ct i ng Roles in fviarriage," ~ American 
Journal of Sociology, LVIII, (July, 1952), 51-55. 
46 ~., pp.54 f. 
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As one assembles the foregoing six studies for a 
comparative evaluation, one may consider their similarities, 
and then take up their differences. Terman's study was the 
earliest and has had considerable influence on all the other 
studies except that of Bossard and Boll. Burgess and Cottrell, 
Landis, and Ort have used the factor of happiness as did Ter-
man. Lu built his study on the bacl{ground factors which Terman 
had elicited. All six of the studies, in compliance with the 
aim of scientific procedure, have sought to enlarge on the 
validity of predicting success or failure in marriage. All 
have made a positive contribution in this direction. 
One of the most evident differences among these six 
studies is to be found in the structure of their research 
designs. Ter1112n, in the opinion of the writer, has the most 
elaborate and carefully worked out design of the six. Burgess 
and Cottrell, also, have given their study a carefully con-
structed format. Bossard and Boll have a pretentious under-
taking, but their design seems more loosely hung together. 
The other three studies do not claim the pretentiousness of 
the first three. However, the more logical and systematic 
the designs of the respective studies, the more reliable and 
conclusive the findings seem to be. 
V. PREVIEW OF THIS STUDY'S DESIGN 
This study has been fashioned on the hypothesis that 
§:. family's internal ratio of compatibility .Q£. adJustment 
22 
may ~ approximated ~ examination of internersonal 
attitudes toward each other§:.§. held Ql:. the family's members. 
From the nature of the ratings participants in the Home 
D~mamics Study gave to these interpersonal factors certain 
47 
"patterns of adjustment" were derived. 
The writer thinks of adjustment among a family's mem-
bers as being on a continuum. The well-adjusted family is 
one in which the members usually are agreed on mejor family 
issues, but are free to disagree; one in which individual 
rights and needs are respected; one in which the family ini-
tiates occasional-to-frequent total group activities; one in 
which each member, according to his ability, assumes respons-
ibility for his own behavior; one in which each member feels 
secure; one in which each member feels a sense of loyalty to 
the group; one in which the group climB.te is reasonably stable 
ancl consistent. 
-
In the opposite direction along this imaginary continuum, 
the writer thinks of the not-g£-well-adjusted family as one 
in which members frequently are in conflict on major family 
issues, and not all members may be permitted to disagree; 
one in which individual needs and rights may be dealt with 
unequally; one in which the family seldom undertakes a total 
group activity; one in which parental discipline of the chilo_-
ren tends to be inconsistent and often contradictory; one in 
47 See Chapters III. and IV. for methodology. 
'\lvhich members tend to feel insecure; one in which the 
family climate may be characterized by much tension, and 
in which members tend to experience wide arcs of emotion-
48 
ality. 
The Home Dynamics Study is an attempt at exploration 
of family dynamics. It tries to isolate the causal factors 
which operate dy11amically in the home and family. It views 
each member of the family as a unique individual, but with 
relationships to other family members. The environmen tal 
setting of the home and family exerts a dynamic influence 
also. 
23 
Similarly, this study, a segment of the HDS, has shared 
the objectives mentioned above. Its conclusions can apply 
s pecifically only to those families from which they were de-
rived. However, we would expect to find similar "patterns of 
adjustment" in other sample populations if their major di-
mensions were commensurate with those of this study's sample. 
48 This description of family a.djustment is · the writer 1 s 
summary as based on reading, observation, reflection, 
and discussion with other interested persons. He hopes 
to be able to make a more comprehensive summary when he 
has analyzed in detail the implications of this study's 
conclusions. 
CHAPTER II 
TE£E CON'rEX'r CRP 
I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUi\iD OF CRP 
It was in the fall of 1935 that the Character Hesearch 
Project had its beginning . The Project ' s founder , Dr . Ernest 
H. Ligon, had delivered a series of lectures previously at 
t he Uestminster Presbyterian Church in Albany , New Yorl{. 
The lectures became the contents for the book , The 
Psychology of Christian Personality, which was published by 
t~1.e l'Iacmillan Company in 1935 . 'rhe purpose of the lectures 
b a d_ b een to consider t h e teachirJ.gs of Jesus in the light of 
psychological analysis . The lectures and book gave rise to 
a cooperat1ve exp eriment between the Westminster Church and 
the Laboratory of Psychology at Union College in Schenectady, 
Nevi York . In the process of experimentat ion , an attempt was 
mac1e to describe the funclamenta l elements in Christian p erson-
ality, and then to apply them in curricular units f or Church 
character education programs . 
From this initial beg i nning the Project has expanded to 
include some 47 partic i pating churches, tvw Y. M. C.A. groups , 
a boy ' s school , and 14 independent groups . 19 States plus the 
District of Columbia and Canada are represented . Denomination-
al d istribution of the churches numbers 16 Methodist, 10 Con-
gregational , 8 Episcopal , 3 Community, 3 Baptist , 2 Discipl:es 
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of Christ , 2 Presbyterian, and one each for the Reformed , 
Unitarian, and United Church of Canada. The present staff 
at the Union College headquarters totals 40 persons . Mem-
bers of the staff are engaged in character research, curr-
iculum composition and revision , and other related efforts . 
II . FUNDA~ENTAL PHILOSOPHY 
The Project's founder believes that the character of 
Jesus is of the most perfect quality knmm to man. The 
essence of Jesus' character is revealed in his Sermon on 
the Mount . If one explores the basic parts of this source, 
a full-orbed goal for character education results. Jesus' 
Beatitudes summarize his description of the ideal Christian, 
and are used in the Project as a guide for defining char·-
acter education goals . 
The second maj or• principle in the philosophy of CRP 
is the application of scientific method to the construct-
ion and revision of curr•iculum materials, as well as to 
their use in Christian character education. Statistical 
and clinical procedures are used to try to determine what 
goes on in the crucible of character education. Plans are 
developed in research and teaching procedures as scientific 
evidence indicates the direction toward which they should 
move. Laboratory methods are used in ascertaining the 
effectiveness or ineffectiveness of curriculum materials , 
teaching techniq~es, and learning mechanisms. Experiment-
ation in the Project rests at all times on the i nfinity 
principle . This means that 
however significant progress we make in dis-
covering new frames of reference and new theories, 
there are always still more useful ones to be 
found . 1 
Staff members attempt to keep abreast of current trends 
and developments in the disciplines of education, psy-
chology, and religious education, in order that CRP 
methods may operate a t the highest possible level of 
2 
efficiency. 
III. THEORETICAL FRAMm~ORK 
Any plan or process for working with human behavior 
26 
is predicated on some sort of personality theory . The nB.t-
ure of the personality theory determines the selection of 
methods and materials for applying the theory to behavior. 
Personality theory in CRP , at one time, was described as 
follows: 
All behavior is fundamentally an effort to 
d iscover satisfaction for one's a ppetites and 
urges, and expression for his abilities . He will 
adopt those forms of behavior which furnish such 
satisfaction. To them he will attach a feeling 
tone of pleasure. Thus , his world will gradually 
be classified and evaluated according to its 
satisfactions. His system of values, like s and 
disli1ces, fears, angers, and loves 1-Vill groTJl out 
of this process •••• The sum total of all these emo-
tional reactions to his environment is h is real 
l Ernest M. Ligon, Experimental Design in Religious ~ 
Character Education (unpublished manuscript), p .3. 
2 'rhis is the writer 's description of CRP' s philosophy 
gained from reading and two years' association with CRP . 
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philosophy of life. We call these reactions 
emotional attitudes •••• The emotional attitude 
is the functional unit of personality. The 
t~pe of personality , the kind of character, 
the health of mind of the individual will de-
pend upon the emotional attitudes developed. 
Some emotional attitudes are fundamentally 
unhealthy; some are decidedly l'Tholesome. 3 
More recently, CRP's Director has said that his theory 
of personality now goes beyond the concept of "need 
gl"'atification" to the concept of "positive potential ." 
This latter concept is still in the formative stage, 
-
4 
but it has received stimulus from Thompson 's discussion 
5 
of the "pleasant, integrative emotions. 11 
Christian chara.cter education seeks to guide the 
formation of attitudes. And CRP theory holds that these 
attitudes may be altered by a three-fold process of re-
6 
education, catharsis, and reconditioning. Re-education 
involves the recalling of the emotional attitude ' s history, 
the chief experiences in which it was formed. Catharsis 
indicates a thorough and detailed analysis of the present 
situation. In r econditioning, a new and constructive emo-
tion replaces an undesirable one and becomes attached to 
the situation thereafter. 
3 Ernest l\1 . Ligon, ~ Psychology .Qf. Christian Personality 
(New York : The Nacmillan Company, 1935), p .l3. 
4 Conversation between Dr. Ligon and the writer . 
5 George G. Thompson, Child Psychology 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1952), pp.288-289. 
6 Ligon, ~ Psychology Q[ Christian Personality, pp .289-290. 
Related in character education to personality 
theory is that of learning theory. CRP curriculum mater-
28 
ials and methods have been developed to employ the f ollow-
? 
ing five steps. Exposure is the first step. Lesson mater-
ials or whatever a person sets out to lear-.a must be pre-
sented to him in clear and descriptive fashion . Repetition 
is the second step in CRP's learning theory. Retention of 
learned material is aided by repetition of exposure of the 
learner to it. The third step is understanding. Un til the 
lear-.c1er comprebends something of the meaning of what he is 
learning, learning has not taken place. The fourth step is 
conviction or acceptance of the material's content and 
implication. Application is the fifth and final step in 
this learning theory. Unless the material learned issues 
in some new action or way of thinking, it has not been 
learned. 
Additional elements in CRP's learning theory are de-
scribed by Dr . Ligon in the unpublished manuscript already 
8 
mentioned. Three concepts are included. The first is ~. 
concept of infinite traits. It is affirmed that attitudes, 
basic parts of human character, are infinite in their ca-
pacity for development. Such capacity relates both to 
learning generalization and application. The second is the 
concept Q£ positive acceleration. This concep t implies that 
7 Ernest l"I . Ligon, A Greater Generation (New York : 
'£he Iviacmillan Company, 1948), pp.l0-14. 
8 pp.l20-121. 
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the more progTess one has made in learning an attitude , the 
more rapid w·ill be future progress . F'inally, there is ~ 
concept of levels of aspiration. Inherent in this concept is 
the idea that stimuli to a person ' s learning must be con-
sistent with that person's capacity to achieve . Goals too 
high or too low may become a deterrent to the person ' s most 
9 
efficient progress in learning. 
Accompanying learning theory in CRP is the principle of 
age level suitability. An attempt is made to teach only 
those attitudes to a child which are appropriate to the 
child ' s level of development. The more mature attitudes are 
10 
saved for the more mature years of the lea~aer . 
Since the learning of character attitudes is at the 
center of CRP , it is well to include one of the definitions 
which character has been given. The Project ' s Director defines 
it as 
the power and the unselfishness with which one 
behaves . The man who carries through his purposes 
with the greatest force and with the fewest devia-
tions from his purpose is the man of strongest 
character . It must not be defined in terms of 
external behavior . 11 
9 In further conversation with the writer , Dr . Ligon stated 
that his present position on learning theory was eclectic. 
The choice of theory depends on the type of learning to be ' 
done . Also, learning does not follow in order, necessarily , 
the five steps described on p . 28 , nor is it always verbal . 
10 Ligon , ~ Greater Generation , p . J4. 
ll Ligon, The Psychology 2[ Christian Personality , p.l24. 
12 
IV. GOALS OF ClliLBAC~~R EDUCATION 
In setting up goals or objectives for character educa-
tion, a criterion of selection first must be chosen. In 
30 
formulating the aims for Christian character development, CRP 
13 
has employed three measures. If character education is to 
be Christian in its nature, thffa its educational goals must 
b e Christian. Then too, these goals must be consistent with 
the nature of the learner. Any goals which deny or overlook 
the full-orbed dimensions of human personality will not work 
satisfactorily for effective character education. Finally, 
since man is a social being and lives his life as a member of 
society, the objectives of character grm1th should advance 
the process of socialization. 
In the light of these criteria, CRP has established 
eight basic goals toward which all its character education 
14 
procedure is directed. The first four objectives seek to 
express the major characteristics of Christian faith. The 
last four are attempts at describing Christian love. Each 
12 These 11 goals of character education" have been called 
"traits" also. CRP has been criticized by some religious 
educators and othel"'S because of its "trait theory. 11 See 
Religious Education for November-December, 1944. The bulk 
of this particular issue is devoted to a discussion of 
the "trait theory. 11 
13 Ernest M. Ligon, Their Future I& ~ 
(Nev-v York: The r-1acmillan Company, 1939), pp.l5 ff. 
14 Ibid., pp.22-35. 
goal takes its start from one of the concepts Jesus 
15 
enumerated in his Sermon on the Mount . 
1. Vision - Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs 
is the kingdom of heaven.- Matthew 5:3 (R.S.V.) This goal 
includes the individual seeing himself in his social re-
31 
lationships and aV~rareness of his potentialities for progress-
ive growth and maturation. Other aspects of this aim are 
constructive imagination, a wholesome desire for 
self-improvement, enthusiasm for life's possibilities, 
being subject to the inspiration of the lives of 
great men, having a high vision for one's vocation 
however humble, having an optimistic desire for a 
better social order, and the ambition always to do 
things better. 16 
2. ~ of Righteousness and Truth - Blessed are those 
·Nho hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be 
satisfied. - Ivratthew 5:6 (R.S.V.) Fundamentally, man is 
curious and has an inquiring mind. He wants answers to the 
multitude of mysteries he encounters in the world about h im. 
This goal strives to nurture man 's wish to knov1 and to guide 
that wish by logical and valid disciplines. Among the specific 
elements in this objective are 
a genuine interest in the things about you, a 
genuine interest in one's school work, a desire 
always to know the truth, a tendency to think out 
problems that arise , accurate judgments instead 
of all-or-none statements, logical and coherent 
thirucing , a genuine reverence for and interest in 
the finer values of life, willingness to change 
one's mind in the face of new evidence , a tendency 
15 As might be expected , some religious leaders have 
questioned the Biblical exegesis applied by CRP to 
Jesus' Beatitudes. 
1 6 Ligon , Their Future Is Now, p.24 . 
to consider all sides of a thing before reaching 
a decision, a tendency to experiment and reach 
conclusions by objective means, moral integrity 
without prudishness, keeping one's promises; 
having a wholesome attitude toward religion, the 
habit of periods of thoughtful meditation, and 
willingness to admit one's mistakes. 17 
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J. Faith ~~Friendliness Q[ ~Universe - Blessed 
are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth. - Matthew 
5:5 (R.S.V.) The purpose of this goal is to encourage man 
to feel at home in the Universe. It assumes that the Universe 
is law abiding. Man 's task is to discover as many of these 
la-vrs as is possible. Vlhen he encounters an experience the 
cause of which he cannot explain, this doesn't mean that 
Universal laws are inoperative; it means that man has not 
learned yet the particular law or set of laws involved. 
Additional factors included in this goal are 
physical courage, learning to respond wholesomely 
to failure, eagerness to try out new things, willing-
ness to try things alone without fear, no tendency 
toward discouragement, lacl{ of stubbornness, an ob-
jective attitude toward failure, faith in a Father- · 
God, ability to recover quickly from disappointments, 
a tendency to evaluate one's ability objectively, ••• 
a sense of well-being, ••• self-reliance, and coolness 
in the face of danger. 18 
4. Dominating Purpose - Blessed are the pure in heart , 
for they shall see God. -Matthew .5:8 (R .. S.V .. ) It seems 
reasonable to say that the individual who has chosen an 
ultimate goal for his life and who follows it with a mini-
mum of deviations is more apt to make a positive contribution 
to society than the individual who makes no such choice of 
17 Ibid., p.2.5. 
18 Ibid., p.26. 
goal . This attitudinal aim is designed to help the indi-
vidual organize his life about a worthy and durable 
purpose . An enumeration of its constituent parts has such 
elements as 
learning to use all one 1 s abilities, 
perseverence through activity, initiative and 
aggressiveness, ••• getting satisfaction from 
doing things well , ••• a tendency to finish what 
one starts, ••• choosing one's vocation in line 
with abilities, choosing life work on a service 
motive , ••• and being dependable . 19 
5. Being Sensitive to the Needs 2f. Others - Blessed 
are those who mourn, for they shall be comforted. - Matthew 
5:4 (R.S.V.) Social awareness is at the center of this ob-
jective. Some persons tend to focus their attention on them-
selves. Everything they do emerges from an ego-centric base. 
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Other persons tend to have a vivid sensitivity to what others 
are doing, are feeling, are needing. This goal strives to in-
culcate sufficient of the otherness to give balance to the 
self. Additional aspects of this aim are 
unselfish social contacts, ••• the capacity for being 
moved by the sufferings of others, ••• trying to know 
and understand_ others, sensitiveness to social good 
taste, ••• having faith in people in general , tendency 
to see the best in others, and making oneself con-
genial with others. 20 
6. Forgiveness - Blessed are the merciful, for they 
shall obtain mercy . - T'1atthe'lrf 5:7 (R .s.v .) The English word 
mercy comes from a Latin word meaning pay or reward. Perhaps 
Jesus meant that those who reward others by being compassion-
ate and non-judgnental should expect comparable treatment in 
19 Ibid., p .27. 
20 Ib].d •• D . '30 . 
return. Particularly does this apply where one person has 
wronged another . Central to this aim for character education 
is forgiveness . Other aspects are 
willingaess to assume social responsibilities , 
insistence on a democracy of contacts, ••• parent-
like desire to give everyone his chance, the 
ability to apologize, ••• sense of fair play, 
generosity , ••• 21 
7. l'Iag.aanimi ty - Blessed are the peacemakers , for they 
shall b e called sons of God . - I~'Iatthe~-.r 5:9 (R.S.V.) The pur-
p ose of this goal is to reduce the tensions and confl icts 
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which may prevail within or between p eople. If a person is 
able to maintain inner p eace and poise, he is less likely to 
develop confl icts between himself and others. This objective 
works on both planes , the personal and the social. Other 
features of magnanimity are 
cooper ation with authority, respect for property 
rights, ••• the ability to work with others, ••• an 
objective attitude rather than fear as the basis 
for choosing one's leadership , the ability to 
profit by negative criticism, ••• the objective atti-
tude in a crowd instead of the mob spirit, ••• toleran ce 
of other people 1 s points of vie~'T , ••• capacity to insp ire 
confidence, and keeping cool in face of social 
hysteria. 23 
8 . Christian Courage - Blessed are those ~Tho are per-
secuted for righteousness' sake, for theirs is the kingdom 
of heaven. Blessed are you when men revile you and persecute 
21 Ibid., p .Jl. 
22 l1ore recently, CRP has emphasized in this aim 11 to make 
conflicts creative instead of destructive." 
23 Ligon, Their Future I& Now, p .32. 
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you and utter all kinds of evil against you falsely on my 
account. Rejoice and be glad , for your reward is great in 
heaven, for so men persecuted the prophets who were before 
you . - l"Iatthew 5:10-12 (R.s.v.) 
If a person would try to render his best service to 
society, then he must be equal to possible opposition, 
criticism, and the risk of failure. Prophets in any a ge are 
men and women vfho see most clearly the trends and conse-
quences in contemporary life. If they describe what they s e e 
to the public, they are very ap t to meet with public disfavor . 
At the center of a prophet's being is a well-spri ng of courage . 
This char acter education goal aims at t he development and 
maintenance of such courage. Related attitudes are 
training in leadership, ability to endure pain 
l'Tithout stopping one 's work , being able to do one 's 
best regardless of wha t the audience expec t s, acting 
because of the value of the activity itself and not 
f or praise , ••• getting one's satisfaction in achieve-
ment rather than in social approval, ••• the determina-
tion to achieve one's purpose even in the face of 
hate and injustice, and the determination to carry 
out the dictates of one's conscience no matter 
what the cost ffi8.y be. 24 
As the scop e of CRP has been enlarged, these eight 
character education goals have been worked into a two year 
cycle of s ix curricular units. The first Unit on Vision em-
bodies the first attitu_din.al goal of Vision. Adjustment to 
the Universe Unit combines Love of Ri ghteousness and 'rruth 
with Faith in the Friendliness of the Universe. The Voca-
tional Adjustment Unit uses the Dominating Purpose goal. 
24 Ibid., p.J4. 
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Being Sensitive to the Needs of Others and Forgiveness are 
combined in the Social Adjustment Unit . The Growth in Magna-
nimity Unit contains the Ma~1animity goal . Courage is the 
chief goal in the Vicarious Sacrifice Unit . 
In a Christian character education setting, if a person 
takes part in this program at all the different age levels , 
he will repeat the cycle of units eight times . The units at 
the several age levels are varied to suit the different levels 
of maturation of the growing learner . 
25 
V. DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF CRP 
Throughout its existence , CRP has stressed the need for 
formulating specific goals in Christian character education. 
CRP has tried to fulfil this need through the delineation of 
the eight major objectives already described . It is hoped 
that by this procedure much of the vag~eness and failure in 
character development may be eliminated. 
A second feature of CRP is its concern for individual 
differences . That each person is a unique individual is 
consistent with t he Christian concept of personality, and is 
supported by s ound psychological research as well. CRP recog-
nizes that each learner has different abilities, different 
interests, and different needs . Church school teachers using 
CRP materials are urged to interview the parents of their 
pupils to acquire as much information about the personalities 
25 Ibid., pp.vii-xii . 
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of these pupils as is possible. Detailed interview outlines 
are used for constructing pupil perso~~lity profiles. 
A third feature of CRP is its attempt to measure pro-
gress in Christian character education. One instrument of 
measurement is a questior~aire which is given to the learner 
at the start of a unit. The same questionnaire is given again 
at the end of the unit , and any differences in knowledge and 
attitude between the two sets of responses are noted. These 
differences may give some indication of the unit's influence 
on the learner, along with other factors. Staff research 
associates at CRP headquarters are working continuously in an 
effort to develop and improve these tools for the measurement 
of character gro~Ith and attitude formation. 
A fourth distinctive feature of CRP methods is its 
adaptation procedure. This method has been an outgrowth of 
what was called "drama-type" education. In this procedure, 
the church school teacher begins by thinking of each of his 
or her pupils individually, their assets of personnlity, their 
personality needs. Then by adaptation t;he individual needs are 
integTated into the teacher's plans for the total class 
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session. 
The Character Research Project has been criticized by 
certain religious educators in the areas of curriculum, philo-
sophy, psychological and Biblical interpretations, and method-
26 The Why ~ fi0i .Qf. Adaptation, (Senior I and II), (Schenect-
ady: Union College Character Research Project, 1953), pp.l ff. 
See the Case Study of Kathy as an example of this process . 
ology. Doubtless, as thorough an evaluation of CRP, made 
so far, is that of Helen Spaulding, Director of Research 
in Christian Education, National Council of Churches of 
Christ in America. Miss Spaulding attended the Project's 
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Summer Workshop in 1952. Her report to the Division of 
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Education, National Council of Churches of Christ, is based 
on her first-hand experiences at this 1·Jorkshop. 
VI. RELATION OF THIS STUDY TO CRP RESEARCH 
One of the practical features of CRP technology has been 
the stress on teaching of Christian character in the home. 
All the curriculum materials are designed with two parts. One 
part is for use in the church school. The ot~1er part is for 
use in the home. CRP views character education as a seven 
rather than as a one day per week program. 
To make its procedures most effective, CRP needs to 
know the kinds of dy-JJ..amic currents which are at work in the 
home. What influences in the home and family seem conducive 
to successful character grow·th? What influences seem to 
impede growth? 
The Home Dynamics Study was instituted as an attempt at 
discovering active dynamic factors in home and family life. 
One phase of the larger study was the quest for patterns of 
family adjustment or home types. What follows is a description 
of this quest. 
27 Unpublished. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE I NSTRUNENT HONE DYNAMICS STUDY 
I. DEVELOPHENT OF T'dE I NSTRUI1ENT 
In September of 1951, CRP began the Dynamics Study. Its 
purpose was to attempt discovery of factors or groups of 
factors which are significant in the learning of attitudes 
of Christian character. Also, the study aimed at exploration 
of possible intercorrelations among or between these various 
factors . For example, what sort of influence does the church 
school class exert on the individual learner? If this influ-
ence is significant, is it also related to or independent of 
the influence of the personality of the church school teacher 
on the learner? 
From extensive study and observation in personality 
testing and analysis, Dr. Ernest M. Ligon had designed a 
diagram called the ~ Concent Q( ~Dynamics Q[ Personality 
AdJustment , Oriented to ~ Problem 2f. Character Education. 
This diagram contained 55 factors which vvere thought to enter 
i n to the dynamics of personality adjustment. Included were 
factors involving the home and family, public school, church 
school, the person 's inherited characteristics, his acquired 
characteristics, his tensions, his skills, his behavioral 
responses , and the way in which a p erson perceives himself in 
situations confronting him. 
A questionnaire was prepared to contain questions re-
lating to each of the 55 factors. Parents of children in 
CRP church schools were to be asked to rate the influence 
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of these factors on their childrens' learn:i.ng of the attitude 
goals of lessons in the Adjustment to Authority Unit then 
being taught. A five point rating scale was to be used which 
ranged from very positive influence to very negative in-
fluence. Also, if the rater found a factor impossible to 
rate, he could indicate it in a prescribed way . Both parents 
were to be asked to choose a week 's lesson from the Authority 
Unit which they felt had been effective with a particular 
child. Likewise, the parents were to choose another lesson 
from the same Unit which they felt had been ineffective -vvi th 
the same child. Thus, each family was to fill out four ques-
tionnaires. Parents could decide jointly on the choice of 
effective and ineffective lessons, but they were to be asked 
to -vmrk independently in rating their questionnaires. 
A preliminary draft of the questionnaire was given to 
par~nts on the CRP staff in Schenectady. They were asked to 
rate the factor influences and to make suggestions for im-
proving the questionnaire's form . On the basis of their re-
sponses, the qtlestionnaire was revised and sent to 53 families 
which had volunteered from CRP churches across the country. 
"Vlhen the questionnaires were returned to the Laboratory in 
Schenectady, the ratings were taken from them and transferred 
to IBN punch cards. Considerable analysis of the data has been 
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made in preparation for a statistical factor analysis. Until 
this is completed, no data interpretation will be attempted. 
Also, at the time this is being written , the Home Dynamics 
Study has been given priority on CRP's research agenda. 
As will be evident to the reader, the Home Dynamics 
Study has been a lcind of outgrowth of the earlier Dynamics 
Study. CRP staff members assigned to research came to the 
conclusion that a detailed investigation of the d~~mics of 
home and family relationships ought to be very helpful in 
trying to increase the success of Christian character educa-
tion. '!'hen , too, it was declded that much of the experience 
gained in the Dy-namics Study and a part of its methodology 
could be used advantageously in a study of the home. A re-
search committee was a ppointed with the 11 ri ter as one of its 
members. The f irst task of this Home Dynamics Study Committee 
was to examine the Dy-.aamics tudy questionnaire to determine 
its suitability for the later study. The Committee decicled 
that the questionnaire could be used when it had received 
the following alterations: (1) The influence of the 55 factors 
of the chart was to be transferred from the child to the par-
ent . The parent ·would be asked to rate the influence of the 
various fa ctors on himself or herself as a particular CRP 
lesson was taught to a particular child in the home . In the 
Dynamics Study the _9aren t had_ been asked to rate the influence 
of these factors on the child's learning of attitudes. 
( 2) 'I1he 55 factors were to be expanded so that a more detailed 
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analysis of the dJ--namlcs of the horne could be made . 'I'he 
Dynamics Study questionnalre contained five questions on the 
home and family. The Home Dy-.a.amics Study questionnaire in-
cludes 13 questions of this kind. 
Questionnaire revision began with Committee members 
taking the several parts of the questionnaire to re-phrase 
the content of the questions . The Committee met frequently 
to report progress and to criticize constructively the work 
of its members . Special effort was given the attempt to state 
the questions and_ their accompanying description with the 
max imum of clarity. Also, care was taken to try to phrase 
each question with like consistency throughout. 
With the completion of the above revisions, a pilot 
study 11as made among 19 pairs of parents in 6 of t he chtlrches 
in CRP. Eight of t hese families are included in the final 
sample of 200 families. The 19 pairs of parents v-rere as!{ed 
to f ill out the Home DyDamics Study questionnB.ire . The com-
pleted questionnaires were examined by Committee members to 
see how much a greement there was between the factor ratings 
made by the wife and those made by her husband . Also, any 
factor s which parents checked as being unable to r ate were 
noted . F'rom these findings the assumption was made that t hos e 
questions to which both parents gaYe similar ratings and which 
had few 11 ur1able to rate" checks 111ere mol"e comprehensible than 
those questions which had dissimilar parent ratings ana_ numer-
ous "unable to rate" checks . 
Committee members once again revised the less compre-
hensible questions to try for still more clarity. I:Ihen this 
revision was finished, three pairs of parents, active in tlle 
CRP program in churches near to Union College, were invited 
to meet with the Home Dynamics Committee. These couples had 
read over the questionnaire prior to meeting with the 
Committee. 'I'hey 1rvere asked then to express t heir reactions to 
or their opinions of each question on the question-c1.aire. For 
instance, did they understand the questions? Could they rate 
the factors with the scale indicated? \~ere the preliminary 
instructions for questionnaire raters clear? The replies and 
suggestions of these couples were recorded, and became the 
basis for the questionnaire's final revision by the Home 
D~~mics Study Committee. 
It was the belief of the Committee that the information 
to be gathered by the questionnaire would be more significant 
if the following details were included in the study's method-
ology. Both parents were asked to fill out questionnaires in-
dependently . Each parent was. asked_ to rate the influence of 
the various factors on himself. Each parent was asked to rate 
what he thought to be the influence of the various factors 
on his or her mate. 
Families were to be asked to apply the questioYl...na.ire in 
the home teaching of two 1o~reeks' lessons in the Adjustment to 
the Universe Unit. Thus , each family would be asked to complete 
eight questionnaires. The Home D~namics Study Committee chose 
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the child in each family who would be taught the t wo lessons. 
This was done to insure each age-level of children being 
a dequately repres ented in the study population. Representa-
tives from Nursery through Senior II age-levels were inclu-
ded . Further , the two lessons at each a ge level were selected 
in advance by the curriculum writers in Schenectady . Lessons 
were chosen with one being more abstract and one being more 
concrete . This was done to try to eliminate a bias in the 
data llhich might l'l..ave prevailed if parents had been free to 
choose the two lessons and had tended to choose lessons 
easiest to teach at home . 
On the husband ' s self and the wife 's self questionnaires, 
space was provided for evaluation of" the home teaching of the 
CRP lesson. The parents w·ere aslced to describe any m..ltstancting 
features of the week 1 s work in character education, and_ to 
rate the work on a five point scale from 11 very effective 11 to 
11 very ineffective. 11 Each family v-;as asked to turn in four 
parents' reports as an additional part of the questionP~. ire 
study. 
Hith the foregoing details taken i n to account, the 
questionnaire was mailed out to CRP families who had volun-
teered for the Home Dynamics Study. Four copies were sent to 
each family one week , then four more copies were mailed a week 
later. How the Study's sample population was obtained and a 
descrip tion of it follow. 
II. HOME DYNAMICS STUDY POPULATION 
Several means were employed to secure volunteer CRP 
families for the Home Dynamics Study. Sally Smith supervised 
this part of the preliminary work . The major potential source 
for volunteers was CRP families known either to curriculum 
writers or Directors of Religious Education in CRP churches 
that had been effective participants in the program previously. 
Approximately 1400 families were sent letters of invitation. 
Follow-up post cards w·ere sent to families that had not replied 
to the letters . 
Announcement of the forth-coming Study was made also at 
the 1952 vl orkshop, and in the columns of A.C.E., the weekly 
paper published in Schenectady for CRP churches. In addition, 
Dr. Ernest M. Ligon and several other members of the Schenectady 
staff, in visitations to some of the participating churches, 
described the study and invited families to volunteer. 
As a result of the endeavors mentioned above, 606 families 
volunteered for the Home Dynamics Study. An enumeration of the 
States from which these families come will give some idea as to 
the geographical expanse of the sample population. 19 States : 
California, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas , Kentucky , 
Massachusetts, r1ichigan , Nebraslca , New York , Ohio, OklahomB., 
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas , Virginia, Washington , West 
Virginia, Hisconsin; and the District of Columbia and Canada 
are included. Each volunteer family sent in a registration 
form which contained biographical information about family 
members . 
A descr i ption of these 606 families revealed the 
following similarities or differences . 
TABLE I . NUMBER. OF CHILDREN IN FArULY 
(Children under 18 years of age) 
one child • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
two children • • • • • • • • • • • • 
three children • • • • • • • • • • • 
four children • • • • • • • • • • • • 
five children • • • • • • • • • • • • 
six children • • • • • • • • • • • • 
seven children • • • • • • • • • • • 
TABLE II . BIRT"rlDATE OF HEAD OF FAMILY 
Born between 1875 - 1884 • • • • • • Born between 1885 - 1894 • • • • • • Born between 1895 - 1899 • • • • • • Born between 1900 - 1904 • • • • • • Born between 1905 - 1909 • • • • • • Born between 1910 - 1914 • • • • • • Born between 1915 - 1919 • . . • • • 
Born between 1920 - 1924 • • • • • • Born between 1925 - 1929 • • • • • • Born in 1930 or later • • • • • • Information omitted • • • • • • 
112 
275 
152 
57 
8 
1 
1 
606 
1 
6 
15 
61 
125 
150 
148 
82 
10 
1 
~ 
46 
The Tables above indicate that more than 80/"b of the families 
in the sample have two or more children. Also , the age of the 
head of approximately 70% of these families is between 34 
and 48 years . 
If we tabulate the years of education obtained by the 
parents in the sample , we learn that their level of education 
is relatively high . Table III . gives this tabulation. 
TABLE III. EDUCATION 
Years 
Not entered or no parent 
6 - 8 years of grade school 
9 - 11 years of grade school 
12th grade 
1 - 3 years of college 
~ years of college 
5 or more years of college 
Fathers 
20 
11 
19 
83 
95 
194 
18~ 
6o'6 
!"!others 
4 
2 
9 
96 
184 
245 
66 
6o6 
Some indication of the economic status of these 
families is seen in an enumeration of the occupations of 
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the parents. Tables IV. and v. list the present occupations 
of fathers and the present or former occupation·s of mothers, 
and the present employment status of the mothers. 
TABLE IV. 
Professional and managerial 
Clerical and sales 
Others 
Item omitted 
OCCUPATION 
Fathers 
429 
79 
87 
11 
606 
TABLE V. lviOTHER 1S Er'IPLOTIIENT Nm'i 
Not employed 
Employed part time away from home 
Employed full time away from home 
Employed at home 
Item omitted 
473 
57 
53 
20 
_1 
606 
Nothers 
322 
222 
55 
6oi 
48 
Denominational baclrgrounds of families making up this 
sample are proportionate to the denominational represent-
1 
ation of the churches participating in CRP. Table VI . shows 
the church affiliation of the sample of 606 families . 
TABLE VI . 
Episcopal 
Hethodist 
Con~egational 
Presbyterian 
Reformed 
Baptist 
Unitarian 
Others 
Item omitted or can't tell 
CHURCH .AFFILIATION 
60 
207 
154 
61 
21 
33 
9 
53 
8 
666 
From the 606 families that volunteered, 377 families 
retur-.aed questionnaire data. However, not all of these 
sent in completed sets of eight questionnaires per family . 
237 families returned completed sets. A random sample of 
200 families was selected from the 237. ~.ae restriction was 
placed on the randomization procedure. A preliminary analysis 
of variance indicated some differences between families with 
upper age-level children in the study and families with lower 
age-level children. To balance these differences the 200 
sample includes 100 families with upper age-level children 
(10-18 years) and 100 families with lower age-level children 
(2-9 years). Of the 200 children in the study sample, 101 are 
boys and 99 are girls. 
1 See denomil~tional categories of CRP Churches on pp.24, 25. 
Since the sample of 200 families comes from the 
start i ng sample of 606 families, n o great differencel:! 
Hould be expected when the two group s a.re compared. Such 
a comparison verifies this expectation with possibly one 
exception. The educational l ev el of parents in the 200 
L~9 
sample is somev;hat higher than that of t h e 606 sample , both 
for fathers and mothers. 38% of the 200 fathers had 5 or more 
years of college while 30/b of the 606 fathers had a like 
amount. 605& of the 200 mothers completed 4 or more years of 
college, and 5l}b of the 606 mothers finished a like number 
of years . 
III. COr1IPARISON OF 200 SAMPLE ~HTH NATIONAL AVERAGE 
Of further interest in a description of t he 200 s ample 
is a compar ison betv-reen it and the national average of fam-
2 
ilies in .the United States. Included in the comparison will 
be the number of children per family, educa.tion of both par-
ents , and the occupations of both parents. Tables VI I. through 
XI. portray this comparison. 
TABLE VII . rfm•IBER OF CHILDREN UNDER 18 l~ I N FAMILY 
one child 
two children 
three or more children 
Natio11al Average 200 Sample 
40.% 
32% 
28%' 
100% 
2 National average statistics are taken from u.s. Bureau of the 
Census, Statistical Abstract of ~United States : 1952. 
(73rd edition), viashington, D. C., 1952. 
TABLE VIII, 
8 years of school or less 
9 to 12 years 
1 to 3 years of college 
4 or more years of college 
TABLE IX. 
8 years of school or less 
9 to 12 years 
l to 3 years of college 
4 or more years of college 
TABLE X. 
Professional and managerial 
Clerical and sales 
All others 
EDUCATION OF FATHER 
National Average 
48% 
36% 
8% 
__.a1 
l067b 
EDUCATION OF MO~~ER 
National Average 
OCCUPATION OF FATHER 
National Average 
50 
gQQ Sample 
2% 
13:1o 
14% 71@ 
l:OO;co ' 
gQQ Samp1 e 
g_QQ Sample 
75% 
10% 
~ lOO;o 
TABLE XI. OCCUPATION OF ~10THER (Former or present) 
Professional and managerial 
Clerical and sales 
All othex's 
National Average 
17% 
295t 
~ 
gQQ Sample 
6lJ& 
30% 
106~ 
It is evident from the above contrast that the Home 
Dynamics Study families tend to be larger than the average 
of the Nation 's families. The educational level in t he 200 
sample for both parents is much higher than the national 
average. Also, the economic level would seem to be much 
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higher for the 200 families than for the national average. 
Because of these comparative contr asts , we cann ot say that 
the 200 familie s of the Home Dynamics S tudy are a repre-
sentative sample of the population in the United States . 
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CHAPrER IV 
11HE I NS TRUI1ENT AND FArULY PATTERNS OF' ADJUSTMENT 
I. PART ONE OF DATA ANALYSIS 
The writer began e.nalysis of the Home Dynamics Study 
questionnaire data from the 200 families on the hypothssis , 
stated previously in Chapter One , that ~ family ' s internal 
ratio of compatibility .Q.r. adjustment may ~ auproxima ted 
~ examination of interpersonal attitudes toward each 
other ~held ~~family ' s members . When , on their quest-
ionnaires , husbands ano_ wives rated "very positively" or 
"positively" the influence on themselves of other family 
members , their mates , their children, and other people in 
t he home, then it was assumed that such families tend to be 
more compatible and harmonious than those families in which 
these same factors were rated as "neutral" or "negative 11 in 
their influence . 
To test out this hypothesis using the Home Dynamics 
S tudy data , the writer formulated a family score of the com-
bined ratings of both parents on 9 of the 63 factor s. The 9 
questionnaire factors chosen were "spouse ," 11 this child , 11 
"other children in the home , 11 "ot~1er people in the home, 11 
11 harmony between self and spouse," "harmony among the child-
ren ,11 11 harmony between children and parents , 11 "family inter-
ests ," and 11 family religious practice." These 9 factors were 
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chosen because of their direct or indirect interpersonal 
quality. Designating them by the term " interpersonal" has 
not meant that the other 54 questionnaire factors are devoid 
of interpersonal qualities. HovJever, this term has seemed to 
the writer quite descriptive of the 9 factors, and has been 
used accordingly in the remainder of this part of the study. 
The ratings given the i nfluence of these 9 factors 
were recorded from the 8 questionnaires of each of t he 200 
families. Each family had 72 ratings. An average score for 
each family then was determined. The lowest possible average 
score was 1, and the highest possible aver·age score was 5. 
The lowest average score found was 2 . 66 . The highest average 
score found was 4.51. The distribution of these average 
scores for the 200 families is seen in Figure 1, on the next 
page . Average scores were the product of ratings made on a 
five point scale. Numerical equivalents of t he ratings are 
as follows : "very positive" i nfluence- 5 ; "positiv-e" in-
fluence- 4; 11 neutral 11 influence- 3; 11 n egative 11 inflll.Emce 
2; "very negative" influence - 1 • 
.Next , the writer computed the mean and standard devia-
tion of the distribution of t hese 200 average scores . Moving 
one standard deviation to the left and one standard de-viation 
to the right of the mean l eft approximately 30 families at 
either end of the curve. For purposes of comparative analysis 
the 30 families having the lowest average scores vJere design-
ated as Group A. The 30 families having the highest average 
No. of families 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
2.5 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.9 4.1 4.3 4.5 
. 69 . 89 .09 .29 ·.49 . 69 .89 .09 .29 .49 .69 
Average scores 
I"lean: 3. 73 
S tandard deviation: .31 
CURVE QE_ DISTRIBUTION 
Average scores of 200 
families on interpersona.l 
factors 
F IGlJRE 1 
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scores were designated as Group c. The 15 families nearest 
the mean on the l eft , ancl the 1.5 families nearest the mean 
on the right were combined t o make Group B. A comparison of 
the three groups of families then was made . Table )~II . on 
page 56 i ndicates the absence of significant differences be-
tween the three groups at the points l i sted. The F Test was 
1 
used for this analysis of variance . 
Then, the ratings of the familie s in the three groups 
were recorded on questionnaire factol''S which 'li'fere thought of 
as potential s ources fr om which a home t ypology might be 
evolved. The factors chosen are outlined below . 
1 . Activities and interests : parent ' s and child ' s . 
2 . Skills : motor, intellectual , special aptitude , 
social , and emotional . 
3 . Attitudes : likes and dislikes, value attitudes , 
social attitudes , and emotional attitudes . 
4. ill.{: image , ideal goals , actual goals , self- other , 
religious- self , and other ego- involved 
attitudes . 
5 . Tensions: physiological , achievemeJ.'lt , socia l, and 
emotional . 
6 . Pe~cep~ion of situation : physical component, mental 
component , emotional comp on-
ent , social component , self 
component , and t otal per-
ceived situation. 
7. Haximum ]20tential ad.iustment : (See a copy of the 
questionnaire , Appendix A, for descriptions of 
these seven groups or sets of factors. ) 
An avera ge score was computed for each fam i ly in the three 
groups on these seven sets of questionnaire factors . For 
1 See Appendix B for stati stical formulae used in this study. 
COlVIPARISON QE FAivJILY GROUPS .[1_, 
A vel"'age number of 
children 
Average age of 
oldest child 
Average age of 
husbands 
Average years ed-
ucation completed 
by husbands 
Avera ge age of 
uives 
Average years ed-
ucation completed 
by wives 
1tlife works : Yes 
No 
Husband's occupation : 
Professional 
Sales 
Business 
Artisan 
A 
2. 6 
11 . 9 
42 . 2 
15 . 9 
39 . 7 
14. 9 
3 
27 
13 
3 
8 
6 
B 
2.5 
12. 3 
41 . 8 
16.7 
40 . 7 
1.5 . 6 
3 
27 
14 
2 
11 
3 
56 
B, Al\J""D C 
c 
2.3 
11. 7 
42 .3 
1.5 • .5 
4o . o 
15 . 4 
4 
26 
11 
3 
10 
6 
F Significance 
Test of 
Sco1•e Difference 
1 . 7.5 None 
.16 None 
. 35 None 
1 . 60 None 
. 59 None 
2. 67 None 
TABLE XII. 
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example , each family had 16 ratings for parent's and chi ld's 
activities and interests . Each family had 40 ratings on 
skills . Each family had 48 ratings on the self factors . Each 
family had 8 ratings on the single factor of maximum potent-
ial adjustment. For each of these seven sets of factors an 
average score was computed for the families in Groups A, B, 
and c. Table XIII. on page 58 shows the mean and estimated 
standard deviation of these averages . In addition, a sim-
ilar representation of score a verages on the interpersonal 
factors is shown. 
In comparing the average scores or ratings of the three 
groups , it is seen that Group C' s averages always were higher 
than those of Groups B or A. 'rhis finding might be expected., 
but it need not follow necessarily from the fact that Group 
C had higher av-erage scores on t he interpersonal factors . As 
indicated by their means , Groups A and C were farthest apart 
on the interpersoYl_al factors. The next most extensive gu.lf 
v.ras on the mean average scores of the parent's and child's 
activities and interests . Even so, by comparing the estimated 
standard deviations of t hese two factor ratings , it is seen 
that a ll three groups v·Jere quite similar in their rele.ti vely 
broad spread of average scores . 
The three g:J."'oups s eemed most homogeneous on their average 
ratings of the self and perception of the situat i on factor 
sets . The estimated standard deviattons of A, B, and C for 
these two sets of factors were closely parallel. The average 
scores of the three groups of families Nere closest for the 
NEAN AND ESTH1A'rED STANDARD DEVI ATION OF AvERAGE 
SCORES OF FAIVIILY GROUPS A , B , AND C 
Questionnaire Factor Sets A B c 
..1L. ~ JL ~ 2L 
Interpersonal f a ctors 3.21 .18 3 . 73 . 03 4. 19 
Parent ' s and child 's 
act ivities and i n terests 2. 88 . 41 3.18 . 47 3 . 67 
Skill s 3.27 . 20 3 . 5LJ· . 20 3 . 88 
Attitudes 3. 23 . 24 3 . 39 . 24 3.58 
Self 3. 39 . 22 3. 63 . 24 3 . 96 
Tensions 2. 97 .26 3. 16 . 23 J . 44 
Perception of situation 3. 34 . 23 3 . 67 . 21 3 . 94 
Maximum potential 
adjustment 3. so . 32 3-95 .36 4. 34 
Note : See Appendix B f or comments on the use of 
the Standard Deviat i on or the Est i mat ed Standard 
Dev iation. 
TABLE XIII . 
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ESD 
.11 
. 44 
. 33 
. 32 
. 21 
. 33 
. 22 
. 24 
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set of attitude factors. 
Inspection of the means and estimated standard deviations 
reveals some similarities and some differences among the av-
erage ratings of the families in Groups A, B, and C, but t hey 
are not distinctive enough to serve as a reliable guide in 
t he quest for home types or family patterns of adjustment . 
The next step in this questionnaire data analysis was 
to compute by the graphic method the tetrachoric correlation 
coefficients for these same sets of average scores . In each 
of the three groups of families, their average scores on the 
interpersonal factors were corr elated with their average 
scores on the other seven factor sets. Chi squares \'Jere done 
on t he correlation coefficients to test their levels of sig-
nificance. Table XIV., page 60 , portrays t he results of these 
computations. 
Because Table XIV. records only two significant correla-
tions doesn 't mean, necessarily, that there is no significan t 
relationship a mong the other factors being considered. It may 
mean, however , t hat the procedure employed so far has no t been 
productive in giving statistical expression to rela tionships 
which may exist. Therefore, it has seemed advisable to employ 
a different method of analysis of the data for the remainder 
of this study, and such was done in Part Two of this chap ter. 
Befors proceeding , though, it is of value to discuss two items 
which may have contribu ted to the lack of success of methods 
us ed in Part One of this chapter. 
COERELATION COEFFICIENTS INTEEPERSONAL FAC1r ORS 
\HTH OTHER FACTOR SETS AVERAGE SCORES OF FAI'liLY 
GROUPS A, B, AND C 
Factor ~ Grou:Q A GrouJ2 B. 2 2 
..L.. .1L. ..L.. .1L. 
Activities and interests -.12 .12 .oo .oo 
Skills .32 1.27 -.12 .14 
Attitudes .24 .62 -.OJ .oo 
Self # • .59 4.69 .40 2.14 
Tensions .JO 1.16 -.10 .14 
Perception of situation * .7.5 8 • .57 -.10 .13 
llfaximum potential 
adjustment .22 • .54 .22 • .54 
2 
60 
Grou:Q C 
2 
..L.. .1L. 
.23 .62 
.49 3.27 
.40 2.01 
.14 .1.5 
.29 1.22 
-.12 .12 
. 42 2.33 
Chi square (x ) test scores for levels of significance: 
* - Significant at the 1% level 
# - Significant at the .5% level 
TABLE XIV. 
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F'or one thing, by using averages of ratings which fam-
ilies have made on the several sets of factors, there is the 
probability that significant differences within a famil y or 
between families in the sample may be obscured. It seemed 
desirable at the start of this research to formulate some 
kind of family score on ratings parents made on the influence 
of the interpersonal factors on themselves and on their mates . 
To lump together 72 ratings into an average score per family , 
after having done this , seems to have been a needless blurr-
ing of factors and their ratings. 
A second difficulty arising from inclusion of a number 
of factor ratings in an average score is the matter of d.ata 
interpretation. If, for example , a number of sigaificant 
correlations had been found to exist between the interpersonal 
factors and several of t he other factor sets, it would be 
hazardous to attempt to state which of the various elements 
in the sets of factors were most operative i n causing the 
significant relationships. If the tensions were found to be 
correlated meaningfully with the interpersonal f actors, were 
" emotional tensions" and "influence of your spouse 11 the most 
dy-namic , or were "achievement tensions" and "harmony between 
yourself and your children" more so'? Average scores of parent 
ratings on these factor sets give no reasona.ble clues to in-
terpretation of the statistical findings . The reader can see 
that i"rhile this first part of the data ana.lysis has not un-
covered a home typology, it has helped the writer to i nves ti-
gate elements of methodology which have been elimina tecl with 
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profit :from the remainder of the study. Part One was concll..tded 
with the following additional preliminary . 
In every questionnaire study there is the problem of the 
reliability of ratings . ~he Home D~1amics Study is no exception. 
Can the investigator have confidence in the ability of parents 
in the sample populat i on to rate the influence of the 63 dynamic 
factors on themselves and their mates ? Are these parents able 
to evaluate the d egTee of effectiveness of their home teaching 
of character attitudes? No a ll-inclusive method f or determin-
ing a rater ' s reliability is known to the writer. However , to 
find a significant degree of agreement between the parents ' 
rat ings on the effectiveness of their home teaching and the 
ratings of a competent CRP research associate gives modest 
support for parental reliability in rating. The parents• 
\'r:citten evaluation of their home teaching of lessons one and 
two was inspected by this associate, I"'rs •. Jeanne Shellenberger. 
Having no l{nowledge of how the parents had rated their home 
teaching, but using the same five- point r ating ·scale , .['Irs . 
Shellenberger gave ratings to the four parent-reports for 
each of the families in Groups A, B, ancl c. Her ratings and 
the ratings of the parents were correlated . Table XV., page 
63, shows the coefficients found. Also, it shows t he correla-
tions of the husband ' s rating of his home teaching with that 
of his wife for the three groups of families . 'Vlhile these 90 
families were not a random sample taken from the orig inal 200 
families , they do reflect a k ind of cross - section of t h e 
200 sample. The significance of the cor relations (1% level) 
PARENT RATING AND RESEARCH ASSOCI ATE RATING 
CORRELATIONS 
(Families of Groups A, B, and C combined making a 
possible N of 90 ) 
Correlation of Ratings Between 
Parents and Research Associate 
Husband ' s Rating with Assoc-
iate 's Rating 
Wife's Rating with Assoc-
iate 1 s Rating 
Correlation of Ratings Between 
Parents 
Husband ' s Rating with Wife's 
Rating 
Lesson 
One 
r: . 60 (N: 83 ) 
r : .49 
(N: 86) 
r: • 65 
(N: 85) 
63 
Lesson 
Two 
r: 
.53 (N : 79) 
r: .63 
(N : 83) 
r: .48 
(N: 79) 
(All correlations above are significant at the 1% level. 
See Table D. , Appendix B, pp. 609 f., J. P. Guilford, 
Fundamental Statistics ~ Psychology ~Education, 
New York: McGraw- Hill Book Company, 1950. 
TABLE XV. 
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between parent and research associate, and between husband 
and wife raters suggests the conclus ion that these parents ' 
rat i ngs on their home teaching do have a reliable quality. 
In this par ·t of our data analysis the study hy-pothesis 
neither was proved nor disproved. Part T-vJo has used a ctiffer-
ent methodology for additional analysis on the data . 
II. PA1l.T ~lO OF DATA ANi~LYSIS 
Having concluded that it was not sound to combine a 
fa.mily' s ratings of several questionnaire factors into a 
single average score, still the writer believed that a fam-
ily's ratings on a single factor could be averaged and com-
pared with the average rating s of other families on the same 
factor. Another member of the Home Dynamics Committee , Dr. 
Richard Seymour , offered the suggestion that the sample of 
200 families mi ght be divided into some variety of groups on 
the basis of their average family ratings on t he three "har-
mony 11 factors. 
Exploring this suggestion, the writer computed an average 
score for each of the 200 families on their ratings of the in-
fluence of the factors of "harmony between s elf and spous e ," 
"harmony among the children," and "harmony between the child-
ren and parents." As a possible clue to the wisdom of this 
procedure , the writer calculated the inter-correlation co-
efficients of the 200 average scores on these three "harmony" 
factors . 
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11 Harmony between self and spouse" had a positive corre-
lation of . 54 with 11 harmony among the children" and a positive 
correlation of . 48 with "harmony between the children and 
parents . 11 11 Harmony among the children" had a positive corre-
lation of .70 with "harmony between the children and paren ts." 
The Chi square test for significance was applied to these 
correlations and all three were found to be significant at 
better than the 1% level. This finding indicates a meaning-
ful relationship among the average ratings given these harmony 
factors by the 200 families. Also , it lends modest justifi-
cation for the procedure which ~ras followed ancl which is 
described below. 
From inspection of the 200 average scores on each of the 
three harmony factors their range was found to fall between 
2.00 and 5.00. Only one average score was l ower than 2.00, and 
that was a 1 .. 87. Since , also, a rating of 3 on this question-
naire means a "neutral 11 influence , and a rating of 4 means a 
11 positive 11 influence, selecting a dividing line of 3 . 50 seemed 
justifiable. Therefore , all average scores on the harmony fact -
ors above 3.50 were designated as 11 high, 11 and all average 
scores 3.50 or below were designated as 11 low. 11 V·Then this 
"high - low" measure v-ras applied to the average scores of the 
200 families on the three harmony factors , the follm'ling 
groupings resulted : 
Harmony with 
spouse 
H 
H 
H 
H 
L 
L 
L 
L 
Harmony among 
the ch ildren 
H 
H 
L 
L 
H 
H 
L 
L 
Harmony between 
children and 
paren=..-.t ._s __ 
H 
L 
H 
L 
H 
L 
H 
L 
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Number 
of 
families 
98 
4 
52 
32 
4 
0 
2 
__§_ 
200 
S i n ce three of the above groups , HHH , HLH , and HLL, con-
t2ined 1 82 of t he 200 f amilies, t h e writer dec i ded to center 
further analysis on them. The HHH group was des i gflB. ted a A 1 , 
the HLH as B ', and HLL a s C1 • When the families in t hes e group s 
were compar ed as to the number of children per famil y , the age 
of the elclest , the a ge and education of the parents , a:n.d their 
vocational classification, the results, shown in Table XVI. on 
the next page , were found. 
As none of the aspects of t he families i n the above c om-
paris on revealed sigflificant differences, subsequ.ent differ-
ences found were not thought to have appreciable causal re-
lationship to these a spects. 
The wr iter 's next step in analysis of t his data was to 
compute the average scores of Groups A', B ', and C1 on ea ch 
of t he interpersonal fa.c tors other than the harmony factors. 
Table XVII. , page 68 , shows the d.iffereilces among these family 
groups on t heir average ratings of the factors "your spouse , 11 
11 thi s child , 11 11 other children , 11 "other :people in t he home ," 
"family interests ," and "family religious practice ." The fact 
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COiviPARISON OF FAlVIILY GROUPS A 1 B 1 
-I -I Mill. Q.' 
Averages Est. S.D. F Test Significance 
of 
Difference 
...A:_ g ....9.!.. g_ 
.1L!.. £ 
Number of 
children 2.4 2.1 2.6 .85 .99 1.1 3.25 # 
Age of e1d-
est child 11.5 9.9 12.4 5.0 4.9 3-5 3.06 # 
Age of hus-
band 41.4 39.5 41.7 6.5 7.3 5.6 1.66 None 
Education 
completed by 
husband 15.9 15.6 15.7 2.4 2.7 2.0 2.37 None 
Age of wife 39.4 38.1 39.3 6.2 7.1 5-3 .69 None 
Education 
completed by 
wife 15.2 14.9 14.9 1.7 2.0 1.6 .79 None 
# - Significant at the 5% level 
---l:!.' B' -.9..!.. 
Wife works: Yes ~ 14 9 3 
No ~ 84 43 29 
Husband's Occupation: 
Professional 38 24 9 
Sales 11 3 6 
Business 30 11 7 
Artisan 19 14 10 
TABLE XVI. 
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AVEHAGE RATI NG-s INTEHPERSONAL FACTOH.S GHOUPS A 1 , B ', Q. ' 
Factors Averages Est . s . 
A' B ' £ A' B ' 
Your spouse 3. 9 3. 8 3. 7 .31 .39 
This child 4. 0 3. 8 3.3 .39 . 49 
Other 
children 3. 6 J.3 3.0 . 43 . 41 
Other 
peopl e 3. 4 3. 2 J . O . 45 . 36 
Famil y 
interests 3. 8 3.7 3 .5 . 48 . 46 
Family 
religious 
practice 3. 9 J . 7 J. 7 . 46 . 54 
* - Significant at the 1% level 
# - Significant at the 5% level 
D. F Test Signifi-
cance 
£ 
. 34 7. 74 ~~ 
. 59 23 . 67 * 
. 48 26 . 00 -)~ 
. 51 6. 90 -!~ 
-53 4. 68 * 
. 56 J . J8 # 
TABLE XVII. 
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that the three group s were significantly different gave 
support to the writer's continuing an analysis of A', B ', 
and C'. 
Profile analys i s was su.ggested to the writer by Dr. 
Seymour as a possible statistical method for further com-
parison of these family gr oups . Since each family had eight 
ratings on each of the questionnaire factors, it wa s t hought 
tha t examination of these rating profiles might reveal signi-
ficant similarities among some of the families, and sig:nifi-
cant dissimil arit ies among some of the other families. Or it 
might be found that some f amilies were similar consistently 
on cartain of the factors and dissimilar consistently on the 
other of the factors. It was hoped that p r ofile analysis 
would elicit clusters of families in the t hree group s from 
which different patterns of family adjustment could be deter-
min ed . To employ this statistical procedure , the writer s elect-
2 
ed at random ten families from each of the Groups A ', B' , and 
C'. The code numbers of the 30 families are listed below, and 
these sub-groups, henceforth , were desig~ated a s A'R, B 1rt , 
and C'R. 
A 1R B'R C' R 
5904 2008 2601 
6312 4806 5914 
481.3 9503 4901 
9749 9630 9502 
4819 610.3 0404 
8401 3206 3607 
9730 1701 9701 
9745 4206 6404 
0902 .3610 0.301 
4905 2715 4805 
2 See George w. Snedecor , Statistical Nethocts (Ames, Iowa: The 
Collegiate Press, Inc., 19l~6) , for a Table of Random Numbers 
on PP. l O- J 'i _ 
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Profile analysis of the ratings of the families in 
~ 
../ 
Groups A'R, B'R, and C'R was begun by using the~ Techniaue . 
The writer expected to apply this method to a comparison of 
family ratings on the interpersonal factors of the question-
naire other than the 11 harmony 11 factors. Hov.rever , Q Technique 
involves the computation of product moment correlations 
between the rating profiles of the families being compared. 
Also , there must be some variability in a family's profile 
ratings if product moment correlations are to be found. 
l"ia thematically, this method will not work where a family 's 
rating profile is 11 flat. 11 Several family profiles , on some 
of the questionnaire factors, contained all 11 fours," or 
11 threes," or "fives." Therefore , this method had to be 
abandoned . 
A second methodology, suggested to the viTiter by Dr. 
Seymour as a usable method, is kn01-vl.'l as the :Q.. r1easure.It 
4 
has been developed by Osgood and Suci and Cronbach and 
5 
Gleser . It seemed applicable for this study because it can 
J See the two articles by i:lilliam Stephenson for a d iscussion 
of this profile analysis method : "A Statistical Approach ~ro 
Typology: rJ}he Study of Trait- Universes, 11 J ournal of Clinical 
Psychology , VI , (1950), 26-3 8, anct "Some Observations on Q 
Technique, 11 The Psychological Bulletin, IXL, (September, 
1952 ), 483-498 . 
4 Charles E. Osgood and George J. Suci, 11 A Neasure of Relation 
Determined By Both 1·1ean Difference and Profile Information, 11 
The Psychological Bulletin, I XL, (!Viay, 1952 ), 251-262. 
5 Lee J. Cronbach and Goldine c. Gleser, "Assessing Similarity 
Between Profiles, 11 The Psychological Bulletin, L, 
(November , 1953 ), 456-473 . 
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be used to measure the distance between the profile ratings 
of the families concerned. li'rom these distance measures can 
be determined rating similarities and dissimilarities among 
families in the sample . The D Jvieasure is found by computing 
the square root of the sum of the squares of differences 
in raw scores on a factor 1 s ratings by t'Tflo families . The 
following comparison of two rating profiles , and the steps 
in calculating their distance from each other , is given by 
way of illustration. 
Family Pamil y Difference Square of Difference 
X y 
4 4 0 0 
.... 3 2 4 ::; 
4 3 1 1 
3 4 1 1 
2 
.5 3 9 
4 2 2 4 
4 3 1 1 
4 
.5 1 1 21 
The sum of the squares of difference is 21 . The square root 
of 21 is 4 . .58 . 4 . .58 is the distance between the rating pro-
files of Families X ana_ Y on some imagi:r1.a.ry factor. 
This method was used to measure the distance among the 
rating profiles of the families in Groups A 'R , B 'R , a.nct C 1R 
on the interpersonal factors other than the 11 ha.rmony 11 fa ctors. 
Tables XVIII ., XIX., XJ • , XXI. , XXII., and XXIII . show these 
D measures cast into convenient matrices , and are found on the 
six pages -~~'rh ich follow . 
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J2. IVIEAS URE FACTOR - X2QE. SPOUSE 
GROUP A'R 
5904 -
6312 - 1.73 
4813 - 2.83 2.24 
9749 - 1.41 1.73 2.45 
4819 - 2.00 2.24 3.16 2.00 
8401 - 3-32 2.83 2.24 3.61 3.61 
9730 - 2.00 2.24 2.00 2.00 2.45 2.24 
9745 - 2.24 2.00 1.73 2.24 3.00 2.83 2.24 
0902 - 1.73 2.00 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.00 1.00 2.00 
4905 - ~ Wt 1.41 ~ ~ L.1.l 1,41 2,24 L...2.1 5904 3 4813 9749 4819 8401 9730 9745 0902 4905 
GROUP B' R 
2008 -
4806 - 1.73 
9503 - 1.73 2.45 
9630 - 2. 45 2.24 2.2L~ 
6103 - 2.24 1.41 2.45 2. 65 
3206 - 3.46 3 .. 32 ).00 2.00 ).32 
1701 - 2.24 2.00 2.45 2.65 2.83 3-32 
4206 - 2.00 2.24 2.24 2.00 2.65 2.45 2.65 
3610 - 1.00 2.00 1.41 2.24 2.45 3.32 2.00 1.73 
2715 - 2.00 ~ 2. 24 ~ ~ 1LZ!±. 2.24 ~ ~ 2008 0 9503 :.; 3 1 3 3206 1701 0 3 10 2715 
GROUP C1R 
2601 -
5914 - 1.73 
4901 - .3.16 3.00 
9502 - 4.24 4.36 4.00 
0404 - 1.00 1.41 3-32 3.87 
3607 - 2.45 2.24 3.74 3-74 1.73 
9701 - 2.65 2.45 4.12 4.80 2.45 2.24 
6404 - 3.00 3 . 46 3.32 3.32 2.83 2.24 3.16 
0301 - 2.83 3.32 4.24 4.00 2.65 2.00 2.24 2.65 
4805 - ~ 2.65 ~ 4.90 2,24 2.00 1.00 ~ ~ 4805 . 2 01 5914 4901 9502 0404 3607 9701 4 0301 
TABLE XVIII. 
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D I1EASlJHE FACTOR 
-
THIS CHILD 
GROUP A1H 
5904 -
6312 - 2. 45 
4813 - 1 . 73 1. oo 
9749 - L~ . 47 3. 74 4. 12 
4819 - 1 . 73 3 . 00 2. 45 5. 48 
8l.J·01 - 2. 45 2. 00 2. 24 4. 00 3 . 32 
9730 - 2. 00 2. 00 1 . 73 5. 10 2. 24 2. 45 
974-5 - 3. 00 4.12 3. 74 4. 58 4 . 00 3 • .3 2 4. 12 
0902 - 3 . 61 3 . 32 3 . 16 5-57 4. 47 2. 65 3. 32 3 • 7L~ 
4-905 - 2. 45 2. 83 ~ 4. 00 :hJ£ £Ji1 3. 46 ~ 4 . 12 
5904 6312 4813 9749 L~819 8401 9730 9745 0902 4905 
GROUP B1R 
20 08 -
L~806 - 2. 65 
9503 - 2. 83 2, 65 
96.30 - 3 . 32 _'3 . 16 3. 32 
6103 - 4. 47 3 . 61 3 . 46 L~ . 80 
3206 - 2. 83 2 .. 65 2. 45 1.00 4 . 24 
1701 - 2. 45 3 . 00 3 ,. 1+6 1. 73 5. 29 2. 00 
4206 - 2. 00 2. 65 2. 45 2. 24 3 . 74 2. 00 2. 00 
3610 - 1 . 73 2 .. 45 3 . 32 3 .16 4. 12 3 . oo 2. 24 1 . 73 
2715 - 2. 24 3 . L~6 3.61 f..Jll 5..!.2'±. ~ 2. 24 2, 65 ~ 2008 4806 9503 9630 6103 3 1701 4206 3610 2'715 
GROUP C ' R 
2601 -
591Ll· - 3 . 87 
4901 - 3. 32 2. 83 
9502 - 6.32 5. 5'7 4. 80 
0404 - 3. 61 2.45 2. 45 5. 92 
3607 - 4. 47 4. 12 3 . 61 3. 46 4. 36 
9701 - 1 . 41 3. 61 3 . 00 5. 66 3.32 3 . 74 
6404 - J . 46 2.65 3 . 32 4. 90 3 . 32 J . 46 2. 83 
0301 - 2. 00 3 . 8'7 3 . 00 4. 69 3 . 61 3 . 46 1. 41 3 . 16 
4805 - 4. 69 4 80 hlQ. ~ ~ ~ '+.24 4. 24 4.47 ~
4805 2601 5914· 4901 9502 0404 3607 9701 6404 0301 
TABLE XIX . 
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:Q. J'tlEASURE FACTOR 
-
OTHER CHILDREN 
GROUP A' R 
5904 -
6312 - L~.12 
4813 - 2. 83 2,65 
9749 - 4.24 3.00 2.45 
4819 - 2. Llj 4.58 3.61 4. 69 
8401 - 3 .00 2.Lr5 1.73 3.61 3.61 
9730 - 5.66 3.61 4.00 4.69 5 . 83 3.00 
9745 - 3 . 87 1.41 2. 2Ll- 3.00 4 . 58 2.00 3.32 
0902 - 2.65 2.00 2.24 3.00 3.32 2.00 3.87 2.00 
4905 - 3.46 :h.21. ~ ~ 1.J±2. J..E. ~ .hJ.£ :hQQ. 400&) 5904 6312 4813 9749 4819 8401 9730 9745 0902 / -
GROUP B 1R 
2008 -
4806 - 3.00 
9.503 - 2.83 1.73 
9630 - 3-32 3.46 3.32 
6103 - 2. 45 2.24 3.16 3.61 
3206 - 2.24 2.83 2.65 2.45 2.65 
1701 - 2.45 1.73 2.00 3 . 32 2.00 1.73 
4206 - 2. 2L!- 2.00 2.24 3~16 2 .24 1.41 1 .00 
3610 - 2. 83 4.58 4.47 3.32 3.74 3.oo 3.74 3.87 
2715 - o.oo ~ ~ ~ ~ 2.24 ~ 2.24 6..JD.. 2008 0 9503 9 3 6103 3206 1701 4206 3610 2715. 
GROUP C1R 
2601 -
5914 - 2.83 
4901 - 3 . 87 3.00 
9502 - 3.32 J ,.OO 3 . L~6 
0404 - 3.74 2. 83 2.65 3.61 
3607 - 2. 45 2.00 3.61 3.00 2. 83 
9701 - 2. 83 2. 45 3.00 3.32 2. 83 1.41 
6404 - 3.16 2.83 3.00 J.61 2.45 2.00 2.00 
0301 - 2.65 1.73 3 .16 2,45 2. 2L!- 1.00 1.73 2. 24 
4805 - 2~8J ~ 4, 80 2,65 4 .24 2,00 g_JU_ 3.46 2.24 
4805 2 01 5914 4901 9502 0404 3607 9701 6404 0301 
r ABLE :JC~ . 
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D r-mASURE FAC'I'OR 
-
OTHER PEOPLE lli THE HOT1E 
GROUP A 1R 
5904 -
6312 - 2.45 
4813 - 4.24 3 .. 16 
9749 - 4.24 4.00 2.1+5 
4819 - 3.87 2.24 3.87 5.38 
8401 - 3.46 1.41 2.83 3.74 2.65 
9730 - 3.46 2.45 2.83 4.00 3.32 2.00 
9745 - 3.16 2.00 2.45 2.45 3.61 2.00 3.16 
0902 - 3.00 2.65 1.73 1.73 4.00 2. 65 2.65 1.73 
4905 - ~ ~,00 lt..l.Q. 4,00 2,24 1 41 ~ 2,00 2,6!) 
9749 
~
4905 5904 3 L!-813 4819 8401 9730 9745 0902 
GROUP B ' R 
2008 -
4806 - 3.00 
9503 - 3.00 2.00 
9630 - 3.74 3.32 1.73 
6103 - 2.83 2.65 1.73 3.16 
3206 - 2.83 1.73 1.73 2.83 2.4·5 
1701 - 3.16 1.73 2.24 3.46 2.83 1.41 
4206 - 4.00 1.73 2.65 3.74 3.46 2.00 1.41 
3610 - 2.45 3.32 2.65 3.46 2.45 2.45 3,16 4-.24 
2715 - 3.46 2.24 2.6'5 ~ :w.!±. 1.L~g 2.00 2 00 ~ 2008 4806 9503 9 3 6103 320 1701 L~2o6 3 2715 
GROUP C 1R 
2601 -
5914 - 2.45 
4901 - o.oo 2.45 
9502 - 5.66 7.87 5.66 
0404 - 1.00 2.24 1.,00 6.08 
3607 - o.oo 2.45 o.oo 5.66 1.oo 
9701 - 2.00 2.L~5 2.00 6.63 2.65 2.00 
6404 - o.oo 2. 45 o.oo 5.66 1.00 o.oo 2.00 
0301 - 1.41 2.00 1.41 6.48 1.73 1.41 2.oo 1.41 
4805 - 0600 ~ 0,00 ia..Q.Q. 1,oo 0600 2,00 o,oo 1.L1-1 2 ... 01 5914 4901 9502 0404 3 7 9701 6L~o4 0301 4805 
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:Q. MEASURE FACTOR - FAMILY I NTERESTS 
GROUP A'R 
5904 -
6312 - 5.57 
4813 - 2.24 4.24 
9749 - 2.65 5.66 3 .16 
4819 - 3,00 6. 00 3 . 74 5.10 
8401 - 5. 66 3.00 4. 36 5-57 7.14 
9730 - 2.00 4.36 1.73 3.32 2. 65 5. 10 
9745 - L!- , 58 5. 29 3 . 46 3 . 46 6 . 78 4.36 4.36 
0902 - 2. 24 4,2L" 2.45 2.8.3 4.47 3. 87 2. 65 3.74 
LJ-905 - 2. 24 5. 48 ~ 2,00 !±...2Q .it.ZQ :h..QQ :h.& 2,00 
4905 5904 6312 4813 9749 4819 SL!-01 9730 9745 0902 
GROUP B 1R 
2008 -
4806 - 2. 65 
9503 - 3.46 3. 87 
96.3 0 - .3 . 00 1.41 3 . 87 
6103 - 3.00 2.83 3.87 3.46 
3206 - 2. 8.3 2,24 4.00 3.32 2,24 
1701 - 2,21+ 2,00 3.87 2.83 2.85 2.65 
4206 - 3.74 3.61 3 . 46 3. 87 2.65 2. 83 4. 12 
3610 - 2.24 2, 00 4 ,12 2,00 2.83 3.00 2,L1-5 4.12 
2'715 - 1.J2.1 ~ l.t..J£ £Jll G..tlU :h..QQ lLZ!±. 2. 24 :h1.Q. 
2715 2008 4806 95 03 9630 6103 3206 1701 4206 3610 
GROUP C' R 
2601 -
5914 - 4. 36 
4901 - 2.65 4,00 
9502 - 3. 87 2.45 2.45 
OL!-04 - 2. 65 2.45 2,00 2.00 
3607 - 3 .16 1.73 3.00 1.73 1.73 
9701 - 5 .20 2. 83 3.74 2. 45 2. 83 3,00 
64oL" - 5.20 4.47 3.46 3.46 3.74 4.12 2. 83 
0301 - 3. 61 2.00 4 .00 2. 83 2.83 1.73 4.24 5.48 
4805 - ~ 3.....±Q. g_& 2,45 ~ ~ 2. 45 2,00 4. 47 
4805 2 01 5914 4901 9502 0404 .3607 9701 6404 0301 
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D nEASURE FACTOR 
-
FAiviiLY RELI GIOUS PHACTICE 
GROUP A 1R 
5904 -
6312 - 1 . 73 
4813 - 1,41 1 .73 
9749 - 2.45 2,24 2.45 
4819 - 1.73 3.16 3 .00 3.61 
8401 - 1,41 2,24 2,00 3. 46 2 , 24 
9730 - 1.41 2, 2L~ 2.00 3 . 46 2 , 24 2,00 
9745 - o.oo 1.73 1.1-!-1 2.45 1.73 1.41 1.41 
0902 - 1.41 2.24 2,00 3 . 46 2, 24 1.41 1.41 1.41 
4905 - 2,24 ~ 2, 65 4, 12 ~ 2,24 g_,.Q.5.. 2, 24 2. 6? 
4905 5904 6312 4813 9749 4819 8401 9730 9745 0902 
GROUP B ' R 
2008 -
4806 - 2,24 
9503 - 2.65 2, 83 
9630 - 3. 61 4.47 2. 83 
6103 - 2,24 2.45 4 .00 5. 48 
3206 - 4 , 80 3 . 74 3.74 4. 90 6, 00 
1701 - 2, 83 4.36 3, 00 3.00 4,80 5 .. 20 
4206 - 2, 65 1.41 3.16 5.10 2 .. 83 3.74 4. 58 
3610 - 2.00 3,00 3,00 3.00 3.32 5.20 3 -75 3.61 
2715 - ~ ~ lJiZ. iL51. ~ 4. 58 ~ L.1.1 ~ 
2715 2008 4806 9503 9630 6103 3206 1701 LJ-206 3610 
GROUP C 1R 
2601 -
5914 - L~ , 00 
4901 - 2. 00 3.74 
9502 - 5 ,00 8,43 5-3 9 
0404 - 2, 24 3.32 3 . 00 6. 33 
3607 - 3,00 6,08 2.65 3.16 4. 47 
9701 - 2. 65 5 . 20 3 .00 L~ . 24 3. 46 3 .16 
6404 - 2.24 4.80 1.73 4,00 3.46 2. 00 2. 45 
0301 - 2, 65 J , OO 3 , 00 7. 21 2 , L~5 4. 90 3 . 74 4. 00 
4805 - :b.1!±. ~ 0Jl1 W§. 4 12 hQ.i lt.J.g_ 2, 24 4- , 80 ~
4805 2601 5914 L~901 9502 o4oL~ 3607 9701 6404 0301 
TABLE XXIII. 
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Next , the 1"lri ter sought for possible patterns of re-
lationship among the three groups of families on the basts 
6 
of their inter- distance measures . Osgood and Suci had su.g-
gested a method which was tried. 'l'his method was to translate 
the d istance measures into linear equivalents and space the 
11 families 11 three- dim.ensionally. Small rubber balls were used 
to represent each of the 10 families in a group . They were 
held apart from each other be wires of appropriate length. 
The purpose of this model was to see which families 11 clust-
ered11 together and ~vhich f amilies were fal"thest apart. 
The first three family representations could be related in 
space easily enough, bv.t with the fourth representation it 
became necessary to choose which hemisphere of this third 
dimension in which to place t he f ourth rubber ball . 'l'he re-
maining six balls could be fitted into relationshi:p to the 
first three , but because of this choice of hemisphere factor , 
there was no way to insure that all the inter- distan ces of 
t he balls would correspond with t he D measures fotmd· by com-
paring the r ating profiles . 
Once again, Dr . Seymour outlined a method of cluster 
analysis which would express the distance relationship s among 
t he three family groups and their rating profiles of the six 
i n terpers onal factors . 'J:he columns and rm-Js of each of t he D 
measure matrices wel"'e real"•ranged until the smallest D measures 
were adjacent to each other . The "smallest 11 for each matrix 
6 Osgood and Suci , loc. cit . 
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were determined by setting as the upper limit a number above 
which at least half of the D measures occurred. The writer 
found this method to have practical value for his ~nalysis , 
and so it was used, An example below illustrates the procedure . 
See Table XXI ., page 75 , for the original D Ivieasure !Il.8.trix of 
Group C' R on the factor of "other people in the home . 11 Below 
is the same matrix rearranged , Under 2 ,00 was the requirement 
for "smallness , " in this matrix . 
2601 -
4901 - o.oo 
0404 - 1 . 00 
3607 - o . 00 
6404 - o. oo 
03 01 - 1 . 41 
4805 - o.oo 
5914 - 2 . 45 
9701 - 2,00 
9502 - ~ 
2601 
1,00 
o.oo 
o.oo 
1 . 41 
o.oo 
2 . 45 
2 .00 
.itM 
4901 
1.00 
1,00 
1.73 
1.00 
2 . 24 
2. 65 
6 .08 
0404 
o.oo 
1 . 41 
o.oo 
2.45 
2 .00 
it..Q.Q. 
3607 
1.41 
o.oo 
2 . 45 
2,00 
s . 66 
6404 
l . Ln 
2.00 
2,00 
6 , 48 
0301 
2,45 
2 ,00 
~ 
1+805 
2.45 
7Jl3.1. &..93_ -
591Ll, 9701 9502 
It is seen nm-v that the seven f amilies: 2601 , 4901 , 0404, 
3607 , 6404, 0301, and 4805 cluster together because of their 
small inter-distance . On the above factor , family 9502 appears 
as an isolate . By the use of this method on all the D f'1Ieasure 
matrices, a number of clusters was found . Table )Q(IV. on the 
n ext page lists the clusters for each group. Part tvm of Table 
XXIV , is found on page 81. As will be noted, several families 
appear in more than one cluster on a factor, This was to be 
expected, and shows the interrelationships of the families. 
In adding up the number of clusters for each group on 
each factor as see·Cl in Table XXIV., the follm.r ing totals 
were obtained : 
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:Q. J.VIEASURE FAiv'f iLY RATING PROFILE CLUSTERS 
Fa ctor A' R B ' R. C' R 
11 Your 5904 2008 2715 .3 607 .3607 Spouse " 6.312 4806 2008 o4oLJ- 0.301 481.3 1701 6103 4805 6404 
9749 .3610 4806 2601 
4819 1701 9701 0.301 8401 4206 3610 .591L!- 0404 
97.30 9.503 480.5 974.5 2008 2715 9701 0902 4806 9.503 0.301 
4905 9630 
3610 
.3206 4206 
96.30 9.5 OJ 
96.30 
11
':i:h is 
.5904 4819 4206 1701 4901 9701 Child" 6.312 .5904 1701 .3206 6404 .5914 481.3 6.312 .3610 271.5 9701 8401 48-1.3 2008 96.30 0.301 
97.30 97.30 2601 .3607 4806 2008 0404 0301 490.5 974-5 4206 L~806 
.5904 5904 .3206 3607 5914 6.312 2715 9503 .5914 OLJ-04 481.3 0902 96.30 4806 4901 8401 8L~Ol 
.3206 6404 9502 
.3 607 
4805 
.3607 
"Other 4813 5904 2008 4806 0.301 0404 Children" 0902 '-H31.3 3206 1701 
.3607 6404 8401 0902 1701 4206 9701 
97'+5 8401 4206 9.503 6404 480.5 6312 2715 2601 4905 610.3 4806 5914 0.301 9749 481.3 610.3 0301 .3607 481.3 0902 96.30 
.3607 0902 9749 .3206 9701 9502 974.5 0301 6312 9730 0404 8401 0.301 4901 4819 0404 5904 
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D I1EASURE FAI1ILY HATING PROFILE CLUSTERS (Continued) 
Factor 4.2i. ~ ~ 
11 0ther 6312 4819 3206 2715 2601 
Peop1e 11 4905 6312 9503 4806 4901 
9745 4905 4806 1701 0404 
8401 1701 3607 
4813 4206 640LI· 
9730 9745 6103 4806 0301 
6312 2715 1701 4805 
4905 0902 3610 
8401 9745 4206 9630 
4813 3206 9503 
9749 9503 
9745 5904 2008 
4813 6312 .3610 
0902 4905 
"Family 5904 4819 4806 2008 9502 4805 
Interests 11 4813 5904 6103 3206 0404 9701 
9749 9730 3206 1701 4805 
9730 4905 1701 4901 5914 
0902 4206 0301 
L:·905 97L~5 9630 6103 5914 3607 
4813 3610 3206 3607 
6312 9749 2715 9502 2601 
8401 2008 4206 0404 4901 
4806 2715 
9701 6404 
3610 9630 9502 4805 
2715 3610 
6103 1701 
11 Fami1y 5904 4813 2008 2715 4901 9?01 Religious 9745 5904 4806 4806 2601 6404 
Practice 11 0902 9745 9503 6404 4805 8401 8401 610.3 9630 3607 
9730 9730 4206 9503 L!-805 
3610 0301 4901 
6312 4819 9630 0404 
5904 5904 2008 1701 9701 4805 
9745 1701 4901 3607 4813 2715 2601 
1701 4206 5914 
9503 0301 
9630 
3610 
·rABLE XXIV. 
Part Two 
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A' R B' R C'R 
11 Your Spouse " 1 6 4 
"This Child 11 5 5 6 
11 0ther Children11 6 4 ? 
11 0ther People 11 7 6 l 
"Family Interests 11 4 7 7 
"Family Rel i g ious Practice" 4 8 6 
\·lhat pos sible significance do these family clusters have? 
Interpretations have been given which seem reasonable to the 
writer and 1irhich appear to b e cons is t ent with the data under 
anal ys is. Chapter Five c ntains these interpretations . 
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CHAPTER V 
ADJtJS'riVIENT PAT'J.TERN POR1''1ATION 
I . FORNATIONAL CRI1.'ERIA 
As was indicated in the preceding Chapter, the study 
data has been analyzed by comparing family rating profiles 
t o determine the distances bet"t·leen them . After the :Q. measures 
were found , the wr iter then gave interpretation to them. The 
basis of i nterpretat ion chosen was t wo- f old : r a ting urofile 
elevat ion level and r at ing Qrofil e scatter. Elevation l evel 
is the mean or average score of a family ' s ratings on a par-
ticular factor . Scatter is the extent of variation of ratings 
within a family ' s profile , and is found by computing the 
I 
square root of the sum of squares of the family ' s deviation 
1 
scores about its own mean or average . Table XXV . records the 
elevation leYel and scatter of the family ratings of Groups 
A1R, B' R, and C1R on the six interpers onal questionlw.ire 
factors • 
.J:fext , a compar i son was made of the rating profiles of 
the family clusters of t he three groups on the six factors . 
Clusters were looked for which had similar levels of elevation 
and similar amounts of scatter . Also , t he \qr i ter looked for 
clusters which had varied or dissimilar elevation and varied 
or dissimilar amotJ.IltS of scatter . Then, too , clusters were 
l Cronbach and Gles er , ~· cit . , p . 46o . 
Famil;y 
5904 
6312 
Li-813 
9749 
4819 
84·01 
9730 
9745 
0902 
4905 
2008 
4806 
9503 
9630 
6103 
3206 
1701 
4206 
3610 
2715 
2601 
5914 
4901 
9502 
0404 
3607 
9701 
6404 
0301 
4805 
FA liLY BATING ELEVATION LEVEL AND SCATTER 
us-oouse 'i 
_f._ __§__ 
L~ . 4 1 . 4 
4 . 0 1.4 
3. 6 1 . 4 
4 .1 1 . 7 
4 . 4 1.4 
4 . 0 2. 5 
4 . 1 1 . 7 
3 . 7 1 . 2 
4·. 2 1. 2 
3 . 9 2. 2 
4 . 0 . o. o 
3. 6 1 . 4 
3. 9 1 .7 
3. 7 2. 3 
3. 4 l . L~ 
3. 5 3.2 
3. 9 2.2 
4.0 2.0 
4. 1 . 9 
4. 0 2. 0 
4. 1 . 9 
4. 0 1. 4 
3. 6 3. 1 
2. 9 2. 2 
4.0 o. o 
3. 6 1.4 
3.7 2. 3 
3 . 2 1. 9 
3. 6 2. l.j-
3 . 9 2.2 
11~ Child" 
_b_ 
4. 1 
3. 6 
3. 7 
3. 4 
4 . 5 
3. 6 
4. 1 
3 . '? 
3. 2 
3. 6 
4. 0 
3 . 6 
3. 5 
3. 9 
2. 5 
3. 7 
4. 2 
3. 7 
3 . 9 
4 . 4 
3.5 
3.6 
3. 4 
2. 0 
3.9 
2. 5 
3. 2 
3.2 
3.0 
2. 5 
. 9 
1 . 4 
1 . 2 
3 . L~ 
1 . 4 
1 . 4 
1 . 7 
3. 1 
2. 7 
2. 0 
2. 0 
2. 0 
2. 0 
1 . '1 
1 . 4 
1 . 2 
1. 2 
1 . 2 
2. 2 
1 . Li-
2. 8 
2. 0 
2. 0 
2. 4 
. 9 
2. 0 
2. 3 
2.3 
2. 0 
3.5 
TABLE XXV . 
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" Other Children" 
_f._ 
..L 
3. 6 2. 4 
2. 7 1 . 2 
3 . 4 1 . 1+ 
3 . 1 2. 6 
3. 9 2. 6 
3. 5 1 . 4 
3. 6 3. 7 
J . O 1 . '+ 
3 . 2 1 . 2 
3. 6 2. 4 
3-7 1 . 2 
3.1 l . ? 
3 . 2 1 . 9 
3. 9 2. 2 
3 . 2 1 . 9 
3 •. 4 1 . L~ 
3 . 0 o. o 
3. 1 0 . / 
4. 0 2. 4 
.3 - 7 1 . 2 
3. 1 2. 6 
3.1 1.7 
4. 0 1. 4 
3 . 0 2. 4 
3. 6 1 . 4 
2. 9 . 9 
3. 1 1 . 7 
3.4 2. 0 
J . O o.o 
2. 4 1 . 4 
FAMILY RATING ELEVA'riON LEVEL AND SCATTER 
Fa.mil;y: 11 0ther Peou1e" 
_b_ s 
5904 3 . 0 2. 4 
6312 3 . 0 o. o 
4813 4.0 1.4 
9749 4. 2 1 . 9 
4819 2.9 2. 2 
8401 3 . 2 1 . 2 
9730 3 . 5 2.0 
97L~5 3.5 1.4 
0902 3 . 9 . 9 
l.J·905 3 . 0 o.o 
2008 2.7 2. 3 
4806 3.1 1.7 
9503 3 . 4 1 . 4 
9630 3.7 2. 3 
6103 3 . 0 2.0 
3206 3 . 2 1 . 2 
1701 3.4 1 .3 
4206 3 . 5 2. 0 
J610 2. 7 1.9 
2715 3.5 2. 0 
2601 3 . 0 o. o 
5914 3.7 1 . 2 
4901 3.0 o. o 
9502 1.0 o.o 
0404 3 . 1 . 9 
360? 3.0 o.o 
9701 3.2 1 . 9 
6404 J.O o.o 
0301 3. 2 1.2 
4805 3 . 0 o.o 
"Family Inter ests" 
_b_ 
4. 1 
3.2 
3 . 7 
3 . 5 
5.0 
2. 6 
4. 2 
2.? 
3 . 5 
3.5 
3.5 
3.9 
J . 2 
4. 1 
3 . 1 
3 . 5 
3.4 
3 . 2 
3. 9 
3.6 
3. 0 
3 . 1 
J. 6 
3 . 4 3 [ 1, 
. ' 
J.O 
J.9 
L~.4 
2. 6 
LJ- .1 
_§_ 
1. 7 
3.4 
1. 2 
2. 8 
o.o 
2. 4 
. 9 
2. 3 
1 . 4 
2.4 
2. 0 
1.7 
2. 7 
1 . 7 
1.7 
2. 0 
2.4 
2.3 
1.7 
2.0 
J.2 
1.7 
2.4 
1 . 4 
1. 4 
o.o 
1.7 
1 . 4 
1.4 
. 9 
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(Continued ) 
~~~. Rel . Practice" 
.1:_ 
..L. 
4. 0 o.o 
4 . 4 1.4 
4. 0 1 . 4 
4.7 1.2 
3. 9 1 . 7 
3 . 7 1 . 2 
3.7 1 . 2 
4.0 o.o 
3.7 1 . 2 
3.4 1.4 
3 . 6 2 . 0 
3. 2 1. 2 
4. 0 1.4 
4.7 1.2 
3.0 2. 8 
3 . 7 3.1 
L~. 4 2.4 
3.0 o.o 
3 . 9 2. 6 
2. 9 1.7 
3.6 1 . 4 
4 . 9 . 9 
3.6 1 . 4 
2.0 2. 0 
4.0 2. 0 
2.7 1.2 
3.2 1. 9 
3.2 1.2 
4.2 1.9 
J . l 2.2 
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noted which had similar elevation ana_ varied amounts of 
scatter or dis s imilar elevation and similar amoQnts of scatter . 
The method for determining similar ity and dissimilarity vras a s 
follows : f amily profile levels of elevation which varied as 
much as • 75 or more in a cluster , .. ;ere considered as dissimilar . 
Profiles t-vith elevation var i ance of less than • 75 were consider-
ed similar . Family profile scatters which va.r ied les s than 1 .00 
v'rere considered similar. Scatter va riance of 1. 00 or more be-
tvJ"een family profiles was considered as dissimilar. Table XXVI. 
shows cluster examples of the four possible arrangements. The 
family rat ing scores , their means , and their scatter , also are 
g iven. 
This kind of similar-varied axis then was applied to the 
famil y clusters of the three groups for t he six i nterpersonal 
factors . The writer sought to determine which of t he four 
possible combinations of level and scatter were the most typ-
ica l of the family groups on ea ch of t he factors . Below is a 
representat ion of the patt erns Nhich emerged . 
Factor 
11 Your Spouse 11 
11 This Child 11 
11 O·t;her Children11 
"Other People 11 
11 Family Interests 11 
11 Family H.eligi ous Pract . 11 
A 1 B. 
SL; SS 
SL; SS 
SL ;VS 
SL;VS 
SL;VS 
SL ;VS 
SL - Similar level 
SS - Similar s catter 
B1R 
SL;VS 
SL; SS 
VL;VS 
SL ;SS 
SL; SS 
VL;VS 
c• R 
SL;VS 
VL ;VS 
SL ; VS 
SL;SS 
SL; VS 
VL;SS 
VL - Varied level 
VS - Varied scatter 
Before turning to an interpretation of t hese patterns, 
it is well to reiter a te the fact t hat they are based on 
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VARIED Al\J"D SI NILAR PATTERNS IN FAMILY PROFILE CLUS'I'ERS 
'l1ypes F'amily Cluster 
(C 1R ) 
Ratings lean Scatter 
S imilar 2601 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3.0 o.o 
level ; 4901 3 3 3 J 3 3 3 3 3 . 0 o.o 
S imila r 0404 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3.1 . 9 
scatter 3607 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3.0 o.o ("Other 6404 3 3 J 3 3 3 3 3 3.0 o.o 
People" ) 0301 33443333 ].2 1.2 ~~ 
480.5 3 J 3 3 3 3 3 3 3.0 o. o 
(A 1R) 
S imilar 9?3 0 4 4 1 2 4 4 .5 .5 3. 6 3.7 
level; 8401 34333444 3 • .5 1.4 
Varied 
scatter 
("Other 
Children11 ) 
(B 1R ) 
Varied 963 0 4 4 .5 .5 .5 .5 5 5 L~ . 7 1.2 
level ; 3610 2 3 .5 4 4 4 .5 4 3 . 9 2. 6 
Varied 
scatter 
( ri Fam. Rel. 
Practice" ) 
(A 1R) 
Var i ed 4819 4 5 .5 4 4 .5 4 5 4.5 1.4 
level; 5904 444445LJ-4 4.1 . 9 
S imilal" 6312 344'+3344 3.6 1.4 
sca tter 4813 34443444 3-7 1.2 
( 11 This 9730 345L.~4454 4.1 1.7 
Child11 ) 
* I nclusion of Family 0301 violates very slightly our standard 
for selection. Hm•Jever , because t h is violatio:a i s so slight 
as t o amount of scatter, and because t his family belongs i n 
this cluster on t h e basis of its :Q. measures , it is i ncluded. 
TABLE ~CCVI • 
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questionnaire ratings of factor influence. (See Appendix A 
again for the way in which the questions were phrased.) 
Elevation levels and amounts of scatter pertain to the rater's 
evaluation of how these interpersonal factors influenced him 
as he taught one of his children attitudes of character in 
t he home . Of necessity, then, suggested i nterpretations have 
been developed in the frame of reference just mentioned. 
Also , the suggested interpretations have been developed 
from analysis of rating profiles of those clusters of families 
in Groups A1R, B' R, and C' R which are most representat ive of 
the majority of the families in the three groups . Renresenta-
tion was defined by those families appearing most frequently 
in the clusters of the three groups, and hence having more 
numerous rela tionships to the other families . 
II. I NTERPRETATION OF PATTERNS 
~ hen the average r atings of the three gTou9s of families 
are compared for the six interpersonal factors, it is seen 
that those of Group A1R tend to be higher than the average 
ratings of Groups B 1R and C1H. One exception to this is on 
the factor of "other children. " For the most part, the higher 
average ratings of A' R suggest the possibility tb.at the raters 
gave more importance to the influence on themselves of the 
interpersonal factors in the home teaching of character than 
dicl the r aters in B'B. and c•:a.. 'rheir higher ratings imply that 
these influences -vv-ere more positive than i n the case of B1 n and 
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C1R families . This finding was anticipated since Group A1 
Nas selected because of its positive ratings on the three 
harmony factors , and A' R was a random sample of this larger 
group . It would seem that the interpersonal qualities among 
families in A1B. may be somewhat more positive than in the 
families in B' H and C1 H. However , the average rating scores 
in B'R 1-'Tere closer in similarity to A1R than those of C' R. 
A more precise comparison of the three groups of families 
resulted from considering them separately on each of the six 
interper sonal factors . This comparison was the next step in 
pattern interpretation. The representative clusters of family 
rating profiles for the three groups had similar eleva tion 
levels on the i r average ratings of the influence of " your 
spouse ." The mean level of all the family profil es of Group 
A1R on this factor was 4 . 1 ; Grmlp B ' R was 3 . 8 ; Group C1R was 
3 . 7. This similarit~r might be expected since all three groups 
had rated as positive the influence of "harmony between your-
self and your spouse . " However , the three groups were decidedly 
different in the amount of scatter within their respective 
rating profiles . Group A' R tended to have similar amounts of 
s catter which were not large in the majority of profiles , while 
both Groups B' R and C' R had varied amounts of scatter which 
ranged from 0 . 0 to 2.4. This finding has been interpreted to 
suggest that husbands and ·v1ives in Group A ' R appear to be more 
constant and more cons istent in their feelings toward each 
other than may be the case between husbands and wives in the 
other two groups . 
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Comparison of family rating profiles for the three 
groups on the factor " this child" sholf.red Groups A ' R and B 1R 
as closely parallel . Group C' R was considerably different. 
The means of average ratings were 3. 8 for A' R, 3. 7 for B ' R, 
and 3 . 1 for C1R. The first two groups had similar levels and 
similar scatter ; the third group had both varied levels and 
varied scatter . Remembering again that A' R and B' R were from 
larger groups selected because of positive ratings on "harmony 
between yourself and spouse ," and "harmony between the child-
ren and parents ," such findings could be expected_ . Also , the 
larger group from which C' R was chosen had rated "harmony be-
tween the children and parents 11 as low. One indication which 
seems reflected in C1R 1 s variabilit~r on this factor is that 
parents in this group of femilies tended to disagree on the 
amount of influence these children exerted on themselves . This 
may mean that the fundamental parent- child relationship in-
cludes a strain of insecurity , or it could mean that the custom-
ary ups- and-downs of the parent- child relationship chancecl to 
be a bit more "up" and a bit more 11 down" during the t1-vo week:::; 
covered by the q·uestionnaire ratings for this group than for 
Group s A' B and B' R. 
Information supplied by the 30 families of our three 
groups revealed that there were 29 "other children" in A' R, 
12 "other children" in B' R, and 19 "other children" in C1R. 
Whether or not this variance contributed to the patterns found 
on the factor of "other children , 11 the writer cannot say. The 
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mean of avel""'age rating prof iles was 3 . 4 for A 'R , 3 . 1.} for B ' R, 
and 3 . 2 for C' R. Elevation levels were similar for A'R and 
C r , but varied f or B ' R . Amounts of scatter vari.ed for all 
three groups . The largest amount of s catter for a singl ·s pr o-
file was 3 . 7 , and wa s found in Group A 'I' . vfell it may be that 
because of individual differences and t he uniqueness of parent-
chi.Ld relationships we should expect to find a larger amount 
of variability among pa ent ratings of this factor in families 
with larger numbers of children than in those wit'h fewer ch ild-
ren. Or it is possible that more "other ch ildren" in a family 
made the home teachin g of character to one of the children a 
more complicated process for the parents , and hence they rated 
t _ e factor a s having a minimum of positive influe:;."lce . 
Bossard has s tudied the dy~~mic s of family living, and has 
2 
applied to it v-Tha t he calls the Lm..; .Qf. Famil v I nterac ·tk.Q.n. The 
law po ints out that 
i·Jith the addition of ea ch person to a family or 
pr imary group , the number of pers ons increases in t~e 
s..:.mplest arithmetical progress ion in vhole numbers , 
and the number of pers ona.l i nterrelationshi ps within 
the group increases i n the order of triangular numbers . 3 
To illustr·ate, Bossard. shm,rs that a f amily of three has three 
i n t erpersonal relationships , while a family of eight has 28 , 
and a family of 19 persons has 171 sets of interrelationships . 
- erhaps , this "le;vr" was at work to explain the patterns found 
4 
2 See James H. S . Bossard, ~Sociology .Qf. Child Develoumen.t. 
( Nm•r York : i-Iarper and Brothers Publi hers , 1948), _p . lL~.5-157 . 
3 llU:.£1. ' p .146 . 
4 dJ2.1f_., pp . l46-148. (Bos sarcl seems to !1ave a slight error in 
his ar i th etic . He lists a 19 p erson family as having 176 sets 
of interrelationships . The l·Jriter figu.r es it should. b e 171 .) 
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on the factor of :'other children. 11 However, an increase in the 
number of interrelationships in a family tells nothing specific 
about the quality of those interrelationships. 
In turning to the factor of 11 other people in the home ," 
it was found that all three groups had similar levels of 
elevation, but with their average rating means somewhat diff-
erent. A1R had a mean of 3 .4; B' R's mean was 3. 2; C'R ' s mean 
was 2 . 9 . Scatter among the rating profiles was varied for A'R 
and similar for B1R and C1R. Only two of A1R1 s families had 
11 other people" living with them, 2 persons in one family and 
1 person in the other family . Two OP~y , also , of B' R' s fam-
ilies had "other people," 3 persons in one family and 1 person 
in the other. Just one of the families in C1R had other persons , 
and they were t't'W in number . Noting the average ratings on 
this factor of famil ies having no "other people" and families 
in which there \'Jere some may give the most adequate clues to 
i nterpreting the patterns founa_. In A ' R there were two families 
with flat rating profiles and means of 3 . 0. Neither of t hese 
families had "other people . 11 In C1 R there were five families 
with flat rating profiles and means of 3.0. In spite of the 
fact that the questionnaire suggested that this factor b e 
rated, if possible , according to the influence of "other 
people" or the influence of the fact that there were none , it 
seems probable to the writer that 11 neutral 11 average ratings 
were caused by the lack of "other people," more than by the 
11 influence" of this lack. The average rating profiles of the 
families which had 11 other people 11 may give a more accurate 
portrayal of the 11 influence 11 of this factor . I n the five 
families of the 30 which had 11 other people, 11 the avers.ge 
ratings had quite a wide range . Their means were 3. 7, 3. 5, 
3. 5, 2.9 , and 1 . 0 respectively. The only cluster of family 
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rating profiles in any of the three groups which lent itself 
to interpretation was the cluster of family profiles in C' R. 
The profile means and amounts of scatter were very similar , 
and none of the families involvecL had "other people 11 in the 
home . 
The single observation which seemed most characteristic 
of the three groups of family profile clusters on the factor 
of 11 interests 11 was the variability of their scatter . Amounts 
of scatter varied for Groups A' R and. C' R, and vtere similar for 
B ' R, but in all the profiles on this factor the scatter amounts 
tended to be large. In B' R no scatter amount was less than 1 . 7 . 
In addition, t he means of average rating scores on th is factor 
were quite similar in the three groups . A' R' s mean was 3 . 6, 
B ' R' s was 3.6, and C' R ' s was 3 . 4 . 'rhes e findings have been in-
terpreted to suggest that because 11 i nterests 11 were given such 
a variation of ratings , and, for the most part , this pattern 
was consistent in all three groups , generalizations are not 
possible . The writer b elieves that family interests and their 
resultant activities have a dynamic bearing on family patterns 
of adjustment . However , from analysis of this study ' s data , it 
seems that each family ' s interests and resultant activities 
- --·- --~- ---- --~- J;:' --.a..v...r..\1'-" t....t.V V..L V '-'1.\.J.. Vi::J . 
However , when the variations within the family 
profiles '\1-Iere considered, only the husbands and 
~·,rives i n Group A ' Fl seemed consistently agreed on 
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can be appra is ed and interpreted best separately. 
From analysis of om.'"' fina.l interpersonal factor , 
"family religious practice , 11 a rather clear- cut pattern of 
adjustment was discernible . A' R rated the influence of this 
factor somewhat higher than either B' E. or C' R. The means of 
their average rat:t·Clgs showed A' R ' s as 4 . o, B ' R ' s as J . 6, and 
C' R' s as 3. 5. Also , the ran~Se of average ratings in the three 
groups gives additional evi dence of differences . A' R' s range 
1·.ras from 3 . 7 to 4 . 4 ; B ' R' s r-ange was 2 . 9 to 4 . 7 ; C' R ' s range 
1.-vas 2 . 0 to 4. 9. The writer has interpr eted these findings to 
suggest that the majority of families in A' R seem to value 
the influence of 11 family r eligious pract ice" more consistently 
than do the majority of families of e i ther of the other t\>VO 
groups . While the amounts of s catter were varied for A' R and 
B ' R and similar for C' R, A1R 1 s largest s catter was 1 . 7. The 
largest s catter for B •R was 2 . 8 . C ' R ' s largest scatter was 
2 . 2 . From these rating profile compar i sons , it would seem that 
the parents of the famili es of A ' R were more agreed on the 
positive value to them of 11 amily r eligious practice" than 
were the parents i :i.1. the families of the other two groups . 
By way of summary , the writer has interpreted the patterns 
of adjustment found in this study as follo-v.rs : 
l . On the basis of their avel'age ratings on the tt•ro 
factors pertaining to husband- wife relationships , 
11 harmony between yourself ancL spouse , 11 and "the 
influence on you of your spouse~ the three e;roups 
seemed to have about the same positive att itudes . 
However , when the variations within the family 
profiles 'tliere considered, only the husbands and 
vrives in Group A ' E seemed consistently agreed on 
their positive attitucles toward each other . 
Therefore , the writer would interpret this 
two-fold finding to suggest that the parent 
couples of A 1R are more compa.tible than are 
the pa.rent couples of B ' H and C ' R. 
2 . S ince the families of A'R gave slightly higher 
ratings to the remaining interpersonal factors 
than did the families of B ' R and C'R , the writer 
would interpret this to suggest that the fam-
ilies of A ' B. may be somewhat better acljusted 
than are the families of B ' B. and C'R. 
3. Rating profiles on the factors of "other child-
ren" and 11 other people" were not readily inter-
pretable. The writer could not determine if the 
variation in ratings express ed the quality of 
the influence of these factors on the rater , or 
if it reflected the presence or absence of "other 
children11 and 11 other- people ." 
4. Ratings on the factor of 11 family interests 11 were 
similar for the three family groups , but there 
was extensive variation within each family's 
profile. The writer has interpreted this finding 
to suggest that "family interests 11 tend to vary 
so much between families that they can b e con-
sidered only on an individual family basis . 
5. Eatings on "family religious practice11 were high-
est and most consistent in the A1R group . This 
finding suggests the interpretation that parents 
in these families value religious practices in 
the home more highly than do the parents of the 
families of the other two groups. Also , i t ma y be 
that family religious practices in A1R 1 s homes 
are more frequent and effective than in the homes 
of Groups B 1R and C1R. 
rvrethods for possible validation of these interpretations 
will be discussed in t h is study ' s concluding chapter . 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSI ONS 
I . ADJUST~1ENIJ.1 PA~rTERNS APPLIED 
'l1he 1<-rriter 1 s initial concern in the appli cation of 
patterns of adjustment to other sample populations was to 
determine if Groups A ' R, B ' R, a-L'ld C 1R 'Vmulct be found to rep-
resent the three groups of families from which they had been 
selected at random. Comparison of the average rating means of 
the random groups with the average rating means of the three 
larger groups on the interpersonal factors showed the results 
tabul a ted in •rable XXVII ., page 97 . Since there were no diff-
erences greater than . 2 , and since the means of average rat-
ings for the random and larger groups paralleled each other 
among the six interpersonal factors , the writer has concluded 
that the three r andom groups do represent the larger groups 
f.rom which they were selec ted. Therefore , the patterns of 
adjustment which emerged from Groups A' R, B ' R, and C' R ought 
to be found_ in the families of Groups A' , B 1 , and C' • 
In addition, one would expect t o f ind similar adjustment 
pat terns among those other families in CRP if they compared 
favorably wi th the Home Dynamics Study sample of 200 families 
on basic dimensions such as age of parents , number and age 
of children, educational levels of parents , ·economic status , 
cultural background, and related factors . 
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GR OUPS A 1 R , B 1 R , AND C 1R; 
GROUPS A I B I AND c I ~------- __ , _, - -
Factor ~ A' ~ L. Q..!£. ~ 
"Spouse 11 L~ . l 3.9 3. 8 3 . 8 3-7 3-7 
"This Child" 3.8 4. 0 3.7 3.8 3. 1 3.3 
"Other Children" 3 . 4 3. 6 3.4 3 . 3 3.2 3.0 
"Other People" 3.4 3.4 3.2 3 . 2 2.9 3 .0 
"Interests 11 3.6 3. 8 3.6 3.7 3. '+ 3. 5 
"Family Religious 
Practice11 4.0 3-9 3.6 3.7 3.5 3. 7 
TABLE XXVII . 
As was pointed out in Chapter Three (See pp . 49 - 51.) , 
the Home Dynamics Study sampl e of 200 does not have dimen-
sions similar to those of our nat i onal p opulation. Because 
of these dimensional differences , our findings cannot be 
applied to the general population. However , there are numer-
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ous family g-roul;s , doubtless , within the national popula tion 
in which these adjustment patterns might be found . In all 
probability, quite a number of Protestant Churches from the 
several denominations might include families in their member-
ship quite similar to the 200 families in our sample population. 
One of the study ' s . objectives as stated at the beginning 
was the hope of discovering practical clues to more effective 
family living. In this regard , after the data was analyzed 
and interpreted, one modest con clusion was feasible . The par-
ents in families lvhich rated the 11 harmony 11 factors as "high, 11 
and which rated as p ositive the influence of' "your spouse , 11 
tended to rate the other interpersonal factors slightly higher 
than those parents in families which rated as 11 low" one or t~w 
of the harmony factors . ~lso , these A'R parental raters~ ere 
more consistently ag~eed in their ratings than were the raters 
in B' R and C' R. Therefore, the writer has concluded t hat a 
generally positive family climate has its primary begi nning 
in t he fundamental attitude s of the husband and wife toward 
each other. This conclusion seemed reasonable to the wr iter, 
for if a husband and wife are not compatible at the deepest 
levels of their r elationship , then other family members mi ght 
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become , psychologically, tools of p2.rental compensation. 
For example, i f a husband feels insecure in his relation-
s h i p to his wife , he then may try to compensate by domi-ClB.. t -
ing one or more of the children. Of if his reaction to this 
insecurity is charged 'Hi th hostility, he may vent it on t he 
children, the mother-in-law, or other people. On the other 
hand , though, if the husband and 1·'fif e are compat ible , there 
is little or no need for compensations of t he sort j us t men-
tioned . Each member of the family is free to build his family 
relationships according to the uniqueness of his personality 
as it interacts with the personalities of other family mem-
bers . The well- adjusted family , it seems to the writer, is 
one in which each member enjoys being himself , but also enj oys 
thoroughly being a member of his family . The i nference from 
this conclusion points to husband and v-Iife relationships as 
the most significant source of v·vholesome f amily climate . 
Another of our starting objectives was to s ee if family 
adju stment patterns , if f ound, could contribute to t he effect-
i veness of Christian chara cter education. If t he inference 
stated above is valid; if the husband - wife relationships 
do furnish the ma,)or source of ~.rholesome fam ily climate; 
then any sizeable weakness in husband - wife compatibility 
·will handicap the home teaching aspects of character educa-
tion. To overcome this handicap , a comprehens ive plan f'or 
strengthening these rela tionships might be developed . In so 
far as was practical, CRP curriculum ·Nri t ers could fashion 
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their home teaching suggestions in vmys des i gned to improve 
husband- wife relations. Parent clas ses might b ecome thera-
p eutic groups in whi ch husbands and wives could d is cover 
means for i mproving their attitudinB.l rela tions wi th each 
other . Also, CRP methodology for the home teaching of char-
acter might emphasize even more vividly t hat neither husband 
nor wife alone can teach character nearly as efficiently as 
husband and wife together, if this parental cooperat ion is 
gerruine and voluntary . 
Another application of our findings to character educa-
t ion was suggested by the patterns found on the factor of 
11 interes t s . 11 Since the 1"lriter ' s interpretation of this fact-
or ' s r a tings was actually that t hey coulct be interpreted only 
on an individual family basis , h e concludes that CRP lesson 
mat erials will have the broadest appeal if they are slant ed 
tm'<lard a ~-; ide range of individual i nterests. For instance , t h e 
wr i ter -vmuld assume that lessons which offered four or five 
diff erent projects f or use in the home mi ght be given a larger 
amount of trial than lessons which offered only one or t wo 
project suggestions . Of course, the projects would need to be 
of f airly equal complex ity , or the assumption just made mi ght 
not a pply . This find ing supports t he contention that individ-
ual differences are selclom more in evidence thc.n1. in our 
interests . 
II . EVALUATION OF HOHE DYNAHICS STUDY QUES 1EIONNAI RE 
Earlier in this study the writer offered one bi t of 
evictence in support of the :position that CRP parents are 
capable of rating the influence of certain dynamic factors 
1 
on themselves in the home teaching of character· . Of much 
added sig:.r1ificance , it seems to the writer , is the theo-
retical support offered by phenomenologica l psychology. 
2 
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Snygg and Combs are among the leaders who are applying this 
approach to the analysis and interpretation of rr~man behavior. 
In brief , human behavior is observed from the po i nt of view 
of the behaver . Thus , the ratings of the parents in the Home 
DJnamics Study sample are a ccep ted as reporting the k ind of 
influence the questionnaire factors had on them fr:.Qm. their 
frame of reference . An outside observer , if he could have been 
present 1-~Thile these parents were teaching the tvro l essons to 
their children, might have rep orted a very different set of 
ratings of the factors ' influence on the parents . But as 
Snygg and Combs point Ollt : 
In some cases the phenomenologi cal picture of 
behavior v;ill be the exact opposite of the non-
persoY! . .al picture . vie must remember , however , that 
this does not mean that one set of facts is true 
and the other false . Each set of facts and prin-
ciples is true in its own frame of reference . 3 
1 See Chapter I V, pp . 62- 64 . 
2 Donald Snygg and Arthur '\ti . Combs , I ndividual Behav1 or 
(New York : Harper and Brothers Publishers , 1949 ). 
J ~-' p . l2 . 
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Nevertheless, it would be interesting to see how closely 
an outside observer might agree or disagree with the inter-
pretations given to the family dynamics found in the families 
in Groups A1B. , B ' R, and C' R. Perhaps , a structured interviet.r 
might be planned in which a skillful and \'Tell-trained inter-
viewer would visit the homes of the 30 families . Topics and 
quest ions might be discussed l'ihich ought to reveal some evi-
dences of the qual ity of relationships between husband and 
wife and b etween parents and children. The intervi ewer then 
could give to each family a comparative rating of the com-
patibility quotient he felt to pertain. If the interviewer 's 
findings paralleled the writer 's, that -vwuld be reassuring. 
If, however, they did n ot, neither the interviewer ' s nor the 
writer ' s findings, necessarily, would be invalidated. 
A second aspect of this evaluation of the Home Dynamics 
Study questionnaire concerns the rating scale. Will the scale 
to be used supply data which can be compared? In this study, 
when one person rates a factor as having a positive i~Sluence 
I 
and another person rates the same factor as having a very pos-
itive influence , how much difference is there between the two 
ratings? The statistica~ analysis of a substantial rrQmber of 
ratings may reduce , somewhat, the burden of this question. 
Still , might it be that a basis of rating which had different 
descriptive categories would produce richer data than a scale 
l'fith diff erent amounts of the same category? It is recognized 
that a situation in which a number of different people will 
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give the same meaning to v.rords , feN or many, is rather re.re. 
To use a continuum t~oe of rating scale and provide oppor-
tunity for ·Hriting in explanations, as was done in the Home 
Dynamics Study questionna ire , may be the b est solution . 
However , where no descriptive comments are given, the precise 
meaning to the ra. ter of the factor rated only can be 
approximated. 
A third aspect of questionnaire evaluation pertains to 
the need for additional factual information. An illustrat ion 
is found in the ratings on "family religious practice. 11 Deter-
mining the amount of influence of this factor on the rater is 
i mportant , but no idea as to t he nature of t his 11 practic e 11 is 
assured. The questionnaire might have provided more helpful 
information at certain points if ways had been included for 
insuring that raters supply further desired factual informa-
tion. 
III. FOR :tnJRTHER RESEARCH 
Already suggested was a.n intervievl type of investigation 
which would look for patterns of family adjustment in the 
same families as were used in this study. Findings could be 
compared v.r ith tbe writer's for similarities or differences. 
Also, it s hould be of value to apply the method of profile 
analysis to average family ratings of the factors on the HDS 
questionnaire not considered in this study. The families in 
A 1R, B 'R, and C1R might be used, or groups of families from 
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the 200 sample, chosen on a basis other than 11 harmony 11 
factor ratings, might offer more fruitful investigation. 
A third suggestion for f urther possible research falls 
into the area of statistical methodology. The :Q. Ivleasl.l.re was 
used as the first step in analysis of family rating profiles . 
Then the measures of elevation l evel and scatter were applied. 
In their article already referred to, Cronbach and Gleser 
mention a third element in profile comparisons. They call it 
shape , and define it as 
the residual information in the score set 
after equating profiles for both elevat ion 
and scatter . 4 
The writer has ~.rondered if this third characteristic , if com-
puted for average ratings of family profiles in the Home 
Dynamics Study, might permit even a more accurate descript-
ion of the relationships existing among the family profiles . 
The above suggestions for f urther research have been:~ off.er-
ed for the purpose of furthering, if possible, the successful 
discovery of new dimensions with which present-day homes and 
family life may be described . The total Home Dynamics Study 
is at 'TtWrk on this nei'V dim ens ions search. 
IV. EVALUATION OF THIS STUDY 
To g ive final summation, the conclusion in this study 
which has seemed most significant to the writer has been the 
primacy of the relationship of husband and wife as one of the 
ma jor sou:;:•ces of family clima te. If the husband a nd ·wife a r e 
4 Cron'bach and Gleser , .QQ• cit., p . 4-6o . 
well-adjusted in their relationships , then they are free, 
psychologically, to carry on harmonious relationships 
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with the other members of the family. I f, hm'lever , the hus-
band and wife lack compatibility in their relationships, then 
they may tend to seek compensation for this lack by manip-
ulating their relationships to their children or other family 
members for purposes of self-satisfaction only. In the light 
of this conclusion, then, the ~~iter would look to the com-
patibility quotient of a husband and wife if he wished to 
understand the major dynamic forces which had produced the 
home climate of the family concerned . 
For example, if a chilc.l.. or youth evidenced d ifficulties 
of adjustment in the home , causative factors, i n t he opinion 
of the writer, would be found from analysis of the r elat ion-
s h ips of the young person 1 s parents. ;rhese relationships might 
not explain the total story of causation, but they would cover 
a major portion of it. If a young person was encountered who 
seer.aed very well- adjusted to other family members , the Hriter 
believes that the ratio of compatibil ity for the young person 's 
parents would be found to be large. 
This first conclusion has resulted from the study's 
findings on central tendencies resident in the families of 
the sample popul a tion. irhese tendencies are found in opposite 
directions on the family adjustment continuum. From aw.lysis 
of the study ' s data, the writer has shown that -v-rell- ac'l.justed 
families in the sample are characterized by agreement between 
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hu sband and wife consistently i n their positive attitudes 
toward each other and toward other f a mily members . The not-
so- well- a d justed famili e s in the sample are cha racterized by 
considerable fluctuation between husband and v'rife in their 
a t titudes towarct each other and toward other family members . 
Descriptive terms appropriate to the differences i n these 
central tendencies may be borrowed from the vocabulary of 
geometry . The well-adjusted fami ly might be designated as a 
symmetrical family . The not-so-well- adjusted family might be 
designated as an as Ymmetrical family . The symmetry or asymme-
try of these fam i ly adjustment tendencies .are in terms of 
i n terpersonal attitudes and relation ships .. Words associated 
with symmetry include "balanced proportions , 11 "cons isten cy , 11 
11 congruity , 11 and "har mony of design. " Asymmetr y refers to a 
design l a cking in these symmetrica l designations . 
Of f urther interest in relation to this firs t conclu-
sion is the finding that the rancLom group of famili e s which 
t he study ha s defined as being symmetrical came from 98 of 
t he families i n the total sample of 200 . This sugges ts the 
p os sibility that ab out ha l f of the families of the sampl e 
p opulation tend to be symmetr i cal and about half of t : e 
f amilies of the sample population tend to be asymmetrical~ 
A second par t of the writer's evaluation of t h :'L s study 
has t o do with statistical methodology. A rather r e cently 
dev eloped met hoct , that of profile a Yl..alys is , .. !B. S been explored . 
:F or t he purp oses of t h i s s tudy , th is method he. s s eemed very 
s uitable . So f ar as the writer ln1ows , there are no tests 
of sig.aificance which can be applied to t he Q I easure . 
Doubtless , some such t eet will b e developed as this sta -
tis tical method is given wider usage . However , it would 
10'7 
seem tlw.t a s the Q I11easure has been u sed in t h i s s tudy , such 
a test of significance is not necessary . The :Q. Measure has 
enabled the wr i t er to express in numer ical terms family rat-
ing similarities and dissimi larities whi c:1. occurred on the 
factors of the HDS questionnaire i n cluded in t h i s i nvestiga-
tion . Abil ity to express t hes e relationships ·was a needful 
prel irni::o__ary to attempting interpret a tion of poss ible mean-
i ngs of t h e dat a studied . 
Another of the study ' s object ives was to a pply t he fund-
a mental aims of scientific met hod : ~iption, pr ediction, 
and control . Cert ain of t he i nterpersonal relationships of 
t he families s tudied have been described by t he "patterns of 
adjustment 11 resulting from this study . Al s o, the s tudy has 
indicated that a t horough u.ncterstanding of the ingredients of 
marital c ompat ibi lity should provide a useful a rea in which 
t o predict the probable success or failure of marriages . If 
marriages unlikely to succeed can b e anticipated, then elements 
of contr ol may be employed either to hel p prospective partners 
i mprove t heir marital qualifications or to discourage them 
from marriage . Increased understc;mdiu.g of the dynamics of 
mari tal compatibility should a dd to the succ ess of c onstructive 
con-trol . 
lOB 
This study has been a quest after "horne types " or 
11
-oatterns of adj ustment" in family living . The adjustment 
patterns found have suggested a t~pology of symmetrical and 
a s ymmetrical families . 'l'his typology is not novel , but the 
writer believes that it may serve to focus further invest-
i gat ion on a particular segment of family living fJ•om which 
should come increasing knowledge of the dynamics of the horne. 
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APPENDIX A 
SAr1PLE OF HOl'IIE DYNAl\lliCS STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE 
FormS Husband's Rating of Self 
HOME DYNAMICS STUDY 
A STUDY OF THE OPERATION OF SOME DYNAMIC PERSONALITY FACTORS 
IN PARENTS IN THE CHARACTER EDUCATION OF THEIR CHILDREN 
Your Name Child1s Name 
--------------------------- --------------------------
Unit Dept. Lesson Number 
--------------------
------
Report of This Week's Work in Character Education 
Describe what was done this week in teaching the child the attitude and what 
happened as a result, in terms of his learning it. 
EVALUATION 
How effective was the week1 s work on this attitude? Check one of the 
following: 
Very effective ...... (You think he got a great deal of help from it.) 
Effective .......... (You think he got some help from it.) 
Mediocre ..•..... · .. (You don 1t know whether the lesson helped or not.) 
Ineffective ......... (You think the lesson did not heJ.p him.) 
Very ineffective •... (You are sure the lesson did not help him.) 
(This is the only rating on this questionnaire which relates directly to the 
child. All others relate to you.) 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS 
In the character education of your child in the home, 
many factors influence you. A number of these factors 
are listed below. Perhaps some of them helped you in 
teaching the lesson (a positive influence); others may 
have hindered you in teaching the lesson (a negative in-
fluence); still others may have had no influence at all. 
It is possible for some of the factors to be absent and 
still exert considerable influence on you in your teach-
ing of this particular attitude to this particular child. 
(Sometimes the absence of other children in the home 
plays a positive or negative role - or their absence may 
have no influence at all. In like manner, the fact that a 
child does not attend school may have a positive, a nega-
tive, or no influence at all on teaching a particular atti-
tude to this particular child.) Therefore, in rating ALL 
factors, consider the influence of the PRESENCE or 
ABSENCE of that factor as it played its part in your 
home teaching of this attitude. Do not let your idea of 
the rightness or wrongness of the factors cloud your 
judgment as to the positive, n e gative, or neutral effect 
this factor had on your home teaching. 
It is absolutely necessary for the statistical sum-
mary of this study to have each question rated. Space 
is provided at the end of each section for you to write in 
any. comments you may wish to make. Also at several 
points you are asked specifically to give brief comments 
explaining the circumstances under which you rated these 
particular items. Rate each factor according to the fol-
lowing code: 
Very positive influence ++ 
Positive influence . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . • . . + 
Neutral (No influence either way) . • . . • 0 
Negative influence ••....•...••..•.•. 
Very negative influence 
Kindly circle the appropriate rating. BE SURE TO 
RATE EVERY QUESTION. 
-2-
HOME 
In the home many factors may have played a positive, negative, or neutral role 
on you as you taught the lesson this week to this child. Sometimes the PRESENCE 
of these factors (children, pets, other persons living in the home, etc.) have had 
one type of influence; sometimes the ABSENCE of these factors may have playe d a 
role in your efforts to teach this lesson at home (the absence of brothers and 
sisters, pets, or other people in the home may help or hinder you in your efforts 
to teach certain attitudes). Or perhaps the PRESENCE OR ABSENCE of these fac-
tors have had no effect whatsoever on your teaching. Feel free to make comments 
on any factor you feel needs explaining. 
l. PARENT. We all play a number of roles in the 
home. For instance, you may have a role as 
parent, as spouse, as breadwinner, etc. In this 
question consider only your role as a parent with 
its many responsibilities and decisions concerning 
the welfare of the children. What was the effect 
of your role of parent on your home teaching of 
this lesson to this particular child? 
2. SPOUSE. What was the influence of your spouse 
on you in your teaching this child this lesson? 
3. CHILDREN IN THE HOME. 
a. The child to whom you are teaching this atti-
tude - what was his influence on you as you 
++ 
++ 
tried to teach this attitude? ++ 
b. His brothers and sisters - what was their in-
fluence on you as you taught this lesson at 
home this week? (In the case of an only child, 
consider what effect, if any, his being an only 
child played in your efforts to teach this atti-
tude. In the case of many brothers and/or ' 
s,isters, consider the general "over-all" effect 
on you as you taught this lesson. The positive 
influence of one brother or sister may have had 
considerable more weight than the negative or 
neutral influence of all the other siblings put 
together - or vice versa.) ++ 
CIRCLE YOUR RATING. 
RATE EVERY QUESTION. 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DON 1T KNOW, GUESS. 
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4. OTHER PEOPLE IN THE HOME. What was the 
influence of other people in the home on you in the 
teaching of this attitude to this child? H there 
are no other people in the home, consider the ef-
fect, if any, of this fact on your home teaching of 
this particular attitude to this child. +-t 
COMMENT: 
5. PETS . What influence did pets have on you in 
your home teaching of this attitude to this child? 
(In the case of no pets, consider what effect, if 
any, the ABSENCE of pets had on your home 
teaching. In case of many pets, what was the 
''over- all" effect on you and your home teaching?) 
List pets you have in your home: +-i-
6. PHYSICAL CONDITIONS. This refers to things 
like the size of your house, the presence or ab-
sence of recreation space, a place to study, con-
veniences in the home, etc. What was the influ-
ence of the physical conditions of the home on you 
in your home teaching of this attitude to this 
particular child? 
7. HARMONY. What was the influence of this factor 
on you in teaching this lesson to this child this 
week? 
-t-+ 
a. Harmony between yourself and your spouse. ++ 
b. Harmony among the children. -t+ 
c. Harmony between the children and parents. -tot 
+ 
-t 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DON'T KNOW, GUESS. 
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8. INTERESTS. Some families have a number of 
common interests such as gardening, trips to the 
mountains, etc. Other families find that each 
member tends to have different interests. What 
was the influence of this factor on you in your 
home teaching this week? 
9. DISCIPLINE. We define discipline as the way in 
which you guide the behavior of your children. 
What was the influence of this factor on you in 
your home teaching of this attitude to this child? 
10. FAMILY RELIGIOUS PRACTICE. Many families 
observe no formal religious expressions in the 
home. Many families share in religious ritual in 
the home: grace before meals, daily Bible read-
ing and discussion, and prayer. Many families 
participate together in weekly public worship and 
other activities in the church. Many families have 
only partial participation: mother or father and 
children, or only children, or only father or 
mother. What was the influence of your family 1 s 
religious practice on you in your home teaching of 
this child this week? ++ 
11. CHARACTER RESEARCH PROJECT LESSON 
MATERIAL. What was the effect of the whole 
CRP lesson material -Introduction, Church 
School Lesson and Project, as well as the Parent 
Guide - on you in your home teaching of this atti-
tude to this child? ++ 
/ 
CHURCH SCHOOL 
12. CHURCH SCHOOL. What was the influence of 
the total church school program on you in your 
home teaching of this attitude to this child? ++ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DON 1T KNOW, GUESS. 
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13. CHURCH SCHOOL TEACHER(S). What was the in-
fluence of this child's church school teacher{s), 
directly or indirectly, on you in your home teach-
ing of this attitude to this child? ++ 
14. CHURCH SCHOOL CLASS. What was the influence 
of the other children in this child's church school 
class on you in your home teaching of this attitude 
to this child? ++ 
SCHOOL 
+ 0 
+ 0 
This means "week-day" school. It might be nursery, elementary, junior 
school, or high school. Even if the child does not go to school, his interest 
your interest in the school may or may not have had an influence on you in yo 
home teaching of this attitude. 
15. SCHOOL. Various aspects of this child's school 
life may influence you directly or indirectly 
through 'their influence on the child. His teachers , 
his subjects, his participation in school activities, 
the school's philosophy toward education or disci-
pline, as well as your association with his school 
(P. T. A., School Board, etc.) may have had a 
positive, negative, or neutral influence on you in 
your home teaching of this attitude this week. 
In case of a child who does not go to school, 
consider what bearing, if any, the absence of 
school contacts had on you in your efforts to teach 
this particular attitude to this child. ++ 
ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS OUTSIDE THE HOME 
16. YOUR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS. Were your 
own outside interests and activities a positive, 
negative, or neutral influence on you as you taught 
this child this week? ++ 
+ 0 
+ 0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DON 1T KNOW, GUESS. 
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17. THIS CHILD'S INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES. 
Were this child 1 s outside activities and interests 
a positive, negative, or neutral influence on you 
as you taught this child this week? Consider here 
only activities outside of school, such as music 
lessons . choir, Scouts, roller skating, skiing, etc.++ 
PEER GROUP 
18. YOUR OWN PEER GROUP. (People about your 
own age.) The influence of your own friends and 
associates may have played a part in your home 
teaching of this lesson. Was this influence posi-
tive, negative, orneutral? ++ 
19. YOUR CHILD'S PEER GROUP. (Boys and girls 
about his age.) Were your child's friends and 
associates a positive, negative, or neutral in-
fluence on you in your home teaching of this at-
titude to him? ++ 
NEIGHBORHOOD AND COMMUNITY 
20. NEIGHBORHOOD AND COMMUNITY. The 
neighborhood and community in which you live · 
may or may not have had an influence on you in 
your home teaching of this lesson. Was this in-
fluence positive, negative, or neutral? ++ 
CULTURE 
21. CULTURE. What was the influence of the general 
customs and ways of doing things in our country -
"the American way of life" - on you in your home 
teaching of this attitude? (Remember that this in-
cludes the undesirable as well as the desirable 
aspects of our way of living.) ++ 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DON'T KNOW, GUESS. 
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NATIVE ENDOWMENT 
Native endowment means the potential characteristics with which you wer e 
born. Some of these inherited characteristics may have helped you teach this a t -
titude to your child. Others may have had no effed. Still others may have hin-
dered you in your efforts at teaching. As you think of your own inherited cha rac-
teristics, as listed below, consider the effect they had on your teaching of the at-
titude to this child this week. (These native endowments should not be confused 
with acquired skills - see introduction to skills.} 
22. PHYSICAL ENDOWMENT AND BODILY COORDI-
NATION. Your own physi cal characteristics, such 
as height, weight, physical strength, body build, 
endurance, appearance, physical coordination, 
reaction time, etc., may have been an influence 
on your teaching of this lesson this week. Was 
this influence positive, neutral, or negative? ++ 
23. APPETITIVE DRIVES. All of us have certain 
basic drives like hunger, thirst, sex, pain avoid-
ance, elimination, rest, etc., which affect the 
things we do. Some people feel some drives more 
strongly than other people; for instance, some 
people always need more food, rest, etc. , than 
others. What part did your basic amount of these 
drives play in your home teaching thi s week? 
{This does not mean the in fluence of being hungry, 
tired, etc., at a particular time , but rather the 
effect of the amount oi food, sleep, etc. , you 
normally require.) +~ 
24. SENSORY EFFICIENCY. This means your ef-
ficiency of hearing, seeing, feeling, smelling, 
tasting, etc. What was the effect of this effi-
ciency on your home teaching of this attitude 
to this child ? ++ 
25. MENTAL ENDOWMENT. Your facility in dealing 
with words and with numbers, your memory, your 
learning capacity, your reasoning capacity, etc., 
should be considered here. What role did it play 
in your home teaching? ++ 
0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DON 1T KNOW, GUESS. 
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6. SPECIAL APTITUDES. These include imagina-
tion, art aptitude, musical aptitude, mechanical 
aptitude, etc. What part, if any, did these special 
aptitudes play in your home teaching of this atti-
tude to this particular child? 
7. EMOTIONAL DRIVE AND TEMPERAMENT. 
++ 
People differ in the natural intensity of their 
emotions. Some people react to an emotionally-
tinged situation with a great deal of emotion. 
They feel great enthusiasm and anger. They may 
feel "on t0p of the world" or deeply depressed. 
Other peopl e never feel such strong enthusiasm, 
anger, joy, or sadness ; they react to most situa-
tions much less emotionally. What part did your 
basic amount of emotionality play in your home 
teaching of this attitude to this child? (This does 
not refer t o the influence of any particular emo-
tional situation, but rather to how much emotion 
you usually feel.) ++ 
8. BASIC NEEDS. All of us have certain basic needs 
which affect many of the things we do. The need 
for security means the need for the affection and 
friendship of others, for warm relationships with 
other people, and for a feeling of "belonging". 
The need for self-esteem means the need for ap-
proval and recognition of others and for the feeling 
of being a worthwhile person which this approval 
and recognition give. There is also a basic need 
for a sense of achievement. What effect did your 
own basic needs have on your home teaching of 
this attitude this week? ++ 
9. SOCIAL SENSITIVITY. People differ in the de-
gree to which they are able to sense the social 
and emotional feelings of others. Some people 
always seem to understand how others feel, while 
other people have more difficulty in sensing the 
reaction of others. What role did your own basic 
amount of social sensitivity play in your efforts to 
teach this attitude? ++ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DON'T KNOW, GUESS . 
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SKILLS 
When we speak of skills we mean the training which we give our inherited c : 
acteristics to perform certain tasks. For example, having a strong tendency 
use your left hand is an inherited characteristic, but good left-handed pitchin~ 
developed skill. 
When rating these factors think in terms of the presence or absence of the 
skill. For example, being very skilled in athletics might work for or against 
teaching a particular kind of attitude to this child, just as having very little sl< 
in drawing might be a help or a hindrance in teaching an attitude to this child. 
Feel free to comment after any factor. (Be sure to rate the effect of skills or 
your teaching, not how much skill you have or do not have.) 
30. MOTOR SKILLS. Motor skills such as dancing, 
swimming, ice skating, ironing, etc., should be 
considered here. Did the presence or absence of 
motor skills play a positive, neutral or negative 
part in your efforts to teach this attitude to this 
child? ++ 
31. INTELLECTUAL SKILLS. Your reading skill, 
your mastery of mathematics, your grammar, 
your own study habits, your vocabulary, and all 
other intellectual skills would be examples here. 
Did the presence or absence of these skills play 
a positive, neut r al or negative role in your efforts 
to teach this lesson to this child? ++ 
32. SPECIAL APTITUDE SKILLS. Your skills in 
performing musically, artistically or mechani-
cally are some of your special aptitude skills. 
Did the presence or absence of these skills play 
a positive, neutral, or negative role in your ef-
forts to teach this attitude to this child? ++ 
33. SOCIAL SKILLS. Consider here your skills in 
getting along with other people: the skills you have 
developed in getting along with members of your 
family as well as people outside the family. Did 
the presence or absence of these skills play a 
positive, neutral, or negative role in your efforts 
to teach this attitude to this child? ++ 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DONTT KNOW, GUESS. 
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34. EMOTIONAL SKILLS. How did your skills or lack 
of skills in handling such emotions as fear, 
suspicion, jealousy, hope, enthusiasm, and 
inspiration affect your home teaching of this lesson 
to this child? For example, some of us have 
developed such skill in handling our emotions of 
anger that we can look on angry criticism from 
another as an opportunity to learn instead of 
responding with anger. Some of us have not 
developed tliis much skill in handling this emotion. 
There are also skills for handling such emotions 
as enthusiasm and ecstasy. For instance, enthu-
siasm can antagonize some people. Therefore, 
we can say that we have developed emotional skills 
when we can handle our emotions, instead of 
letting our emotions handle us - we make our emo-
tions work FOR us instead of AGAINST us. What 
was the effect of your emotional skills on your ef-
forts to teach this child this week? ++ 
ATTITUDES. NON-EGO-INVOLVED. 
\ 
+ 0 
We develop attitudes toward everything, everybody and every experience we 
have. These attitudes vary widely in their strength and sometimes vary from day 
to day. Many of them we are willing to change. These we speak of as non-ego-
involved attitudes. 
35. LIKES AND DISLIKES. "I like coffee, I like tea, 
but Stravinsky leaves me cold." This apparently 
unrelated statement of preferences is the gist of 
what is meant by "likes and dislikes". They are 
casual preferences having a personal reference, 
with very little feeling involved. What was the in-
fluence, if any, of such "likes and dislikes" on 
your home teaching ? 
36. VALUE ATTITUDES. Value attitudes involve the 
things you hold to be important, but which you re-
vise or change on the basis of adequate evidence. 
For example, you may believe Latin or manual 
training to be indispensable subjects for all high 
school students but, on discovering that time 
spent in these subjects is a total loss for many 
young people, you may revise your original 
judgment. What influence, if any, have attitudes 
of this kind had on your home teaching this week? 
++ 
++ 
+ 0 
+ 0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DOWT KNOW, GUESS. 
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37. SOCIAL ATTITUDES. We may feel that we ought 
to associate with people of other races and diver-
gent economic and cultural backgrounds, and we 
may so direct our activities; or we may associate 
with people of similar background, seeing no rea-
son for seeking any other kind of associates. We 
may choose to attend a church supper rather than 
a folk dance, either because we think we ought to 
or because we prefer to. At any rate, these pref-
erences and choices reflect social attitudes which 
have a characteristic effect on our behavior. How 
did such attitudes affect your home teaching this 
week? ++ 
38. EMOTIONAL ATTITUDES. Attitudes that are ex-
pressed with feeling are emotional attitudes. For 
example, a person may be habitually fearful about 
small children crossing busy streets alone, or one 
may be habitually stirred by the sight or sound of 
a parade. What was the effect, if any, of emotion-
al attitudes on you in your home teaching this week?++ 
SELF 
+ 0 
+ 0 
~the "Self" we mean you, yourself, as a person. The "Self" refers to things 
you think of when you use the personal pronoun "I". All "Self" attitudes are ego-
involved. They are changed only with great reluctance. 
39. SELF IMAGE. What we mean when we say "JI' is 
the self-image - the mental picture of yourself. 
We seldom put it into words but nevertheless, the 
self-image influences our behavior and our rela-
tions with others. For example: seeing yourself 
as an effective teacher will play a part in the 
teaching of the lesson. Your confidence in your 
effectiveness may vary from child to child and/or 
lesson to lesson. And this is only a part of the 
total self-image. Other aspects are your idea of 
your other abilities, your i dea of the kind of a 
person you are, etc. What influence did your self-
image have on your home teaching of this child 
this week? ++ + 0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DON'T KNOW, GUESS. 
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,Q. SELF-GOALS. These may be divided into ideal 
and actual goals, as follows: 
a. S e lf-goals ideal - These are the goals we want 
to achieve, including the kind of a per son one 
is striving to become, the kind of things one 
aspires to. What was the influence, if any, of 
such "self-goals ideal" on your teaching this 
week? --- -+--+-
b. Self-goals actual - Sometimes there is a dif-
ference between the goals we want to reach 
and those we actually seem to be achieving. 
As you look at the goals which you actually 
seem to be approaching, what influence have 
these had on you in your teaching of the lesson 
this week? ++ 
l. SELF-OTHER ATTITUDES. This refers to the 
way we generally think of others in relation to 
ourselves. For instance, we may feel that all 
people are good or we may tend to hold back our 
judgments about people until we know them 
better, Self-other attitudes also refer to the way 
we think other people are thinking about us. For 
example , the way you think this child thinks of 
you may influence the manner in which you go 
about teaching him this lesson; or the way you 
think your neighbor thinks of you may influence 
what you say or do. What role, if any, did your 
self-other attitudes play in your efforts to teach 
this child this attitude this week? -+-+ 
~ 2. RELIGIOUS-SELF ATTITUDES. Religious beliefs 
which you hold so strongly that they are an integral 
part of you are religious-self attitudes. What ef-
fect, if any, have your attitudes of this type had on 
your home teaching this week? -+-+ 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DONIT KNOW, GUESS. 
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43. OTHER EGO-INVOLVED ATTITUDES. When we 
become emotional in discussions {or arguments) 
about controversial matters, we are saying, 
"This is really important to me!" That is the 
definition of an ego-involved attitude. Any kind of 
threat or challenge to it arouses emotion. The 
attitude may concern politics, art, football, or 
race relations, etc. What you feel about any of 
these things may exert influence on your relations 
with others. How would you evaluate the influence 
of your other ego-involved attitudes in your teach-
ing this week? ++ 
TENSIONS 
+ 0 
A tension may be defined as a "pull" inviting immediate attention. A big ap-
petite is a native endowment. Being hungry right now is a tension. The capacity 
for feeling a large amount of emotion is native endowment. Being angry right no• 
is a tension. To say that a man is ambitious might refer to self-goals ; to say tha 
he is working hard right now and desires to succeed right now is a tension. WheJ 
you say that a person is socially inclined, you may be talking about skills; when 
you say that he wants to go to a party or to be with people right now, then you are 
talking about a social tension. 
44. PHYSIOLOGICAL TENSIONS. Hunger, thirst, 
sex, fatigue, and pain - these are all tensions 
which strongly motivate us to do something 
about them. What part, if any, did these ten-
sions play in your efforts to teach this attitude 
to this child this week? 
45. ACHIEVEMENT TENSIONS. The desire to 
achieve is probably the strongest drive in human 
life. The nature of this achievement differs 
tremendously from individual to individual. 
What part, if any, did these tensions play in 
++ 
your efforts to teach this attitude to this child? ++ 
+ 0 
+ 0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DON1T KNOW, GUESS. 
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~6. SOCIAL TENSIONS. This means our desire to be 
with people or to "be alone". For example, this 
may have been a week in which you just felt that 
you had to be with people quite often. This tension 
may have hindered your teaching the attitude be-
cause you did not put as much time on it; or this 
tension may have helped you teach the attitude be-
cause you wanted to be with the children more this 
week; or you may have used your many contacts 
with others as excellent teaching illustrations of 
this particular attitude. As you think of the 
presence or absence of these tensions this week, 
what role, if any, did they play in your ability to 
teach this attitude to this child? ++ 
:7. EMOTIONAL TENSIONS. When you are in the 
process of being angry, afraid, enthusiastic, or 
ecstatic, you are feeling emotional tensions. We 
all have a number of such experiences during the 
course of a week. What part, if any, did these 
emotional tensions play in your efforts to teach 
this attitude to this child? ++ 
THE PERCEIVED SITUATION 
0 
0 
That is, the situation as it looks to you. This is the core of the matter. All of 
the other factors in the diagram influence the nature of the perceived situation, 
which consists of what meaning you will give to whatever is being perceived. Dur-
ing this week you have played your role in the character education of this child. As 
you did so, you interpreted and evaluated the experience. This is the Perceived 
Situation you are rating here. You can see that even this general perceiving exper-
ience has several distinct elements. Your ability to understand and teach this les-
son is a rnental component. Your notion about its value for the child and your con-
viction that it could be taught is an emotional component. How you felt during the 
week and the level of energy you had certainly colored your perception and this is 
a physical component. Your total social experience during the week both inside 
and outside the family would certainly influence your perception. This is a social 
component. In fact, you will find that you can identify the physical, mental, emo-
tional and social factors which colored your final judgments. 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DON'T KNOW, GUESS. 
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48. PHYSICAL COMPONENT. You have already eval-
uated a number of physical factors: physical 
drives, coordination, motor skills, and physical 
tensions. Consider , now, the total over-all effect 
of these, and what part they played on your PS of 
this week's character education. Was this total 
effect positive, neutral, or negative in its influ-
ence? 
49. MENTAL COMPONENT. You have rated already 
the effect on your week's work in character edu-
cation of your intelligence and your mental skills. 
Again think of their total effect as the mental com-
ponent of this perceived situation. -t-t 
50. EMOTIONAL COMPONENT. You have rated your 
emotional drives, your emotional skills, your 
emotional attitudes, your emotional tensions, and, 
of course, emotional elements in the Self factors. 
You realize that the t otal effect of all these has 
/ probably re sUited in a large emotional component 
in your PS. Was it in general positive, neutral, 
or negative in its share on your perception of this 
week's teaching? 
51. SOCIAL COMPONENT. You have rated social 
sensitivity, social skills, social attitudes , self-
other concepts, and social tensions. Their total 
influence constitutes the social component of their 
PS. Evaluate its influence on how you looked at 
this week's experience. -t-t 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DON'T KNOW, GUESS. 
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52. SELF COMPONENT. You have rated your self-
image, your self-goals, your self-other concepts, 
your religious-self attitudes and your other ego-
involved attitudes. This component was almost 
certainly the most important one. As you think 
of the total effect of your self-concepts on your 
outlook on this week 1s lesson with this child, 
was it positive, neutral, or negative? ++ 
53. TOTAL PERCEIVED SITUATION. Now think of 
your over-all perception of your character edu-
cation experience (for this child) this week. It 
certainly had a great deal to do with what you 
actually did (the Response, next to be rated). To 
be sure, the week 1s work involved many such per-
ceptions, not all alike. But as you look back over 
your general outlook on the week's work with the 
child, was its influence on the effectiveness of 
your teaching positive, neutral, or negative? ++ 
RESPONSE 
+ 0 
+ 0 
Response means what we do to adjust to our environment (1) in terms of a kind 
of behavior and (2) in terms of the purpose or reason behind that behavior. 
KINDS OF BEHAVIOR 
An individual's behavior is made up of physical, mental and emotional activity. 
54. OVERT BEHAVIOR. This is the amount of 
physical energy you spent during the week. When 
you think of the amount of physical energy spent, 
was the way in which you spent it a positive, 
neutral, ""'r" negative influence on your home teach-
ing to this child? ++ + 0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DON 1T KNOW, GUESS. 
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55. MENTAL BEHAVIOR. This is the amount of intel-
lectual activity you engaged in during the week. 
Some of it may have been directed toward the les-
son, and some of it may have been directed toward 
entirely different things. As you think about the 
way in which you spent your mental energies this 
week, what was its influence, if any, on your home 
teaching of this lesson to this child? ++ 
56. EMOTIONAL BEHAVIOR. We all have a certain 
amount of emotional energy which expresses itself 
in one way or another. You may have felt angry 
but not expressed it, or you may have felt angry 
and hit someone. Here the "tension" is the same, 
but the "response" is different. You may have 
felt sad and cried, or you may have felt sad at'ld 
not cried. Again the "tension" is the same, but 
the "response" differed. As you think over all 
the emotional responses which you made, both 
active and passive, what was their role in your 
efforts to teach this attitude to this child? ++ 
PURPOSE OF BEHAVIOR 
+ 0 
+ 0 
Our choice of behavior is partly determined by the purposes we hope to r 
from it. Obviously, many different purposes accompany our behavior choic 
the course of a week . Rate the effect of the types of purpose listed below on 
your home teaching. 
57. AVOIDANCE ADJUSTMENT. Each week, all of us 
engage in some avoidance adjustment behavior. 
The purpose of this behavior is to avoid undesir-
able consequences. This might include routine 
things we do at home or at work, observing of 
habits of health and cleanliness, obeying traffic 
rules, etc. As you think of all the behavior 
responses of this type which you have made this 
week, what was their influence on your home 
teaching of this attitude to this particular child? ++ + 0 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. IF YOU DONTT KNOW, GUESS. 
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GROUP EXPECTANCY ADJUSTMENT. Another 
purpose behind behavior is that our friends, rela-
tives, community, or culture expect it of us. 
This kind of response might include things like 
good manners, etiquette, going to church, giving 
certain kinds of donations, going to college, 
writing parent reports, etc. As you think of the 
responses you have made this week of this nature, 
what was their influence on your home teaching of 
this attitude to this child? ++ 
MAXIMUM POTENTIAL ADJUSTMENT. There 
are other kinds of behavior, the main purpose of 
which is to do the very best of which we are cap-
able. We strive v e ry hard to reach our maximum 
potential. Athletics usually brings out such 
efforts. Inspirational music and art motivate us 
to do our best. Whe n men see their jobs as being 
more important than their salaries, you may have 
such behavior. Parents striving to train their 
children in the best possible way is anothe r ex-
ample of this type of behavior response. As you 
think of all the b e havior of this type which you 
have engaged in this week, what role did it play 
in teaching this child this attitude? ++ 
+ 0 
+ 0 
BEFORE YOU MAIL THIS, PLEASE CHECK TO SEE 
THAT YOU HAVE ANSWERED EVERY QUESTION. 
>MMENTS: (If the comment concerns a particular question, be sure to indicate 
the number of that question.) 
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APPENDIX B 
STATISTICAL FORMULAE 
1. Product l'loment Correlation: 
r = N L_ x;y - Z.x L;y 
}NL_/ ( L x) 2 jNL/ 
2. Chi Square: 
2 2 
X 
= 
N ~AD - BC~ (A7B) c;zn) (A7c) (B7D) 
3. Standard Deviation: 
4. Estimated Standard Deviation: 
E.S.D. : JN L/ - ( Lx)2 
N(N-1) 
Note: Statisticians have found . that an E.S.D. is more 
accurate, on the average, for small sized sample 
populations than the S.D. In this study, the 
S.D. was used with anN of 200; the E.S.D. was 
used with N's smaller than 200 . 
5. Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient: 
(Graphic lYlethod) 
This method employs a scatter diagram of ra.ting 
frequencies. Frequency proportions are noted as 
they fall into the diagram' s four quadrants. 
Correlation coefficients are found by the 
use of appropriate Computing Diagrams ~ 
~ Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient , 
Chesire , Saffir, and Thurstone . (Chicago : 
The University of Chicago , 1933 ). 
6 . F Test (for analysis of variance ): 
F 
-
j i 2 j i 2 
- ( L.. X ) ( Z:. ~x) L_ i ,j 
n N 
k-1 
j 1 2 j i 2 
~ L_ ~ij ~ (.2:_x ) i ,j 
n 
N- k 
x = score for the i 
ij 
tb_ !h. 
indivi dual in the j group . 
k - number of groups . 
7. D l!J:easure : 
D 
12 (x 
jl 
2 
- X ) 
j2 
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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of t his investigation has been to determine 
if t here are patterns of a d justment , family types , in a 
sampling of families participat i ng in the Union College 
Character Research Project . It has been fashioned on the 
h ;y-pothesis that §:.family ' s internal ratio of compatibi1 ity 
2.r. adj us t ment may be annroximated f.!:2m. examination of inter-
nersonal attitudes towarc1 ea ch other @&.held !:uL the family ' s 
members . Famil y adjustment is thought of as b eing on a 
con tinuum. The well- adjusted family tends to i n clude both 
conformity and freedom , group loyalty and individuality, 
stability and consistency. The r!.Q.:t- §.9_- well- adJLJ_sted famil y 
tends to include total coYI..formi t y or total freedom, a minimum 
of group loyalty and i ndividuality , incons istency and often 
contradictory standards . 
Thi s study \'Jas made p ossibl e by an arrangement b etvveen 
CTI and Boston University Graduate School in which the writer 
would explore a research problem def i ned by CRP and appropria t e 
to the dis sertational requirement s of Boston University Grad-
v.ate School . A brief statement of the historica l dev-elopment 
of the Character Research Project g ives background for the 
content of this dissertation. 
CRP, founded by Dr . Ernes t Jvi . Ligon in 1935 , and d i rec ted 
b y h i m ever since , has developed a curriculum for Christian 
charactel" educat ion which now i s used i n more than 5 0 churches 
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and private group s t hroughout t he United States and Canada . 
CRP 1 s headquarters are on t he campus of Un ion College in 
Schenectady , New York . The Project has t ried to i ncorp orate 
the most creative insights of scientific method , relig ious 
educat ion, and p sychology i n to the development and prog~essive 
r evision of its curriculum. Also , one of CRP 1 s basic t ene ts 
is that Christ ian character educat ion depends for i ts success 
on the maz imum of cooperat ion b etween t he home and church 
s chool. 
To expand its unders tanding of home and famil y livin g , CRP 
developed the Home Dynamics Study, a questiorraa ire study com-
pleted by more than 200 f amilies . A randomized sampl e of 200 
families v-ms s el e c ted . A description of the sample s hows that 
?lib of the fathers and 6 05~ of t he mothers have had f our or more 
years of college . 755£ of the f a thers are i n t he professiona l 
a nd managerial class ificat ion vocationally . 61% of t he mothers 
are classified similarly e ither in thei r pres ent or former 
occupat ion s . 39% of t hese famili es have three or more children; 
451t have t wo children; 1 6,% have only one child . Comparison of 
this sample viith t he Nation ' s averages shows that this sample 
does not repres en t our Nation 's p opulation. 
The HDS question-naire asked husbands and wives to rate 
t he i nfluence of 63 dynamic factors on thems elves a s they 
taught attitudes of cha racter to their children in the home. 
Included among these dyrllimic f a ctors were t he external situation, 
an i ndividual's native endowment , his skills , his tensions , his 
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beha vior , hi~ a ttitudes , and h is self concepts . A rating scale 
~·.ras used vlhich had fi e gradat ions : 11 very posit ive ," 11 positive , 11 
n.:1.8utral , 11 "negat ive , 11 and "-very negat ive. 11 171he HDS was design-
ed for the a pplication of statistical analysis t o the data 
gath6red . The investigation describe~ in this d issertation is 
a segmen t of the HDS. 
·rhe investigator beg;a:n analys is of t he questionnaire data 
by recording the rs.tings made bJ the husba:i.1.ds and wives on the 
11 inter:perso11..al " factors . Designated. as essentially " :..nterper-
so:nal 11 v·rere the following fact ors : 11 your spouse , 11 " this ch ild , " 
11 otl1e ... children in the home ," 11 other people in the home , 11 "har-
mony betvleen you and your spouse , 11 nharmony among the children, " 
"harmony between the childr·en and parents , 11 " fE.mily interests , 11 
and "family relig ious practice ." 
Fr•om the ratings described above , a.n average score for 
e&.ch family was computed . The ratings on the 9 fact ors Here 
co ·bhwd. A curve of distribution of t he family r a ting aver-
ages was drav-n:l . The 30 f amili es with the lovrest avere.ges , the 
30 families with averages nea:i."'est the sample mean , and the 30 
families with the h i ghes t avera.ges became Groups A, B, a n d c . 
Av ers.g e ratings on sets of f a ctors other than " interperscmal 11 
then i'Tere computed for t he three gl ... Ottps . Coefficients of cor-
relat i on between the interpers onal and other factor sets were 
tabulated . The results 1-1ere l a clcing in sta tistical s i gn.lficance . 
A secmJ.d me thod of data analysis , known as " Q Technique ," 
was employed . Uilliam Stephenson and others have d.evelopect this 
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method . Soon i t ir.ras found that this meth od, t oo, was un-
succes sful. "Q Techni que" is designed t o express a statisti-
cal rel ationshilJ between tvw sets of r at ings , and involves the 
use of product-moment c orrelations . However , it is unv_sable 
if one or the other of the rating sets has a 11 fla t 11 rating 
profile , a p r ofile irv i th all the rat ings the same . A number of 
t he rating profiles in this data are "flat . 11 
'rhe third attempt a t finding a workable method for data 
ana l;ysis resulted in the selection of the D Heastlre . 'l'he names 
of Charles E. Osgood , George J . Suci , Lee J . Cronbach , and 
Gol d ine c. Gl eser are associated with the development of this 
met h oc1. . I t is used in comparing the raw scores of t i'JO rating 
p rofiles and measuring the d i stance bet ween them. The :Q_ r1eas -
ure is found by comput ing the square root of t he s u m of the 
squar es of d ifferences between t ltw rating profiles . 
PrelimiYlEl.ry to tbe application of thi s D r·1easure , the 
families i n the sample ~1ere re- grouped , but on t he bas is of 
the i r a verEtge ratings on t he t hree "harmony" f a ctors. Families 
1.·1ith average ratings tending to be p ositive or very p ositive 
on all three harmony f a ctors became Group A'; f amilies wi th 
positive or v ery p ositive average ratings on the first and 
t hird harmony factors , but vv-i th neutral or negative a v erage 
ratings on the second became Group B' ; Group c• was made up 
of the f ami lies 1.-vhose average ratings tended p ositively on 
the first but neutrally or negatively on the second and third 
of the harmony factors . A random sample of 10 famili es each 
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Nas chosen from t he three groups , and they, in turn, became 
Groups A' R, B1H, and C' H. The distances within these three 
groups of families were measured on their average ratings of 
the interpersonal factors other than 11 harmony . 11 Then by clust-
er analys is thos e families in each of the three groups which 
had the smallest amount of distance between them were selected . 
Next, the cluster or clusters of families most represent-
ative of the three groups on the six factors were determined . 
The rating profiles of the families involved were compared on 
the basis of level .Qf. elevation : the mean of a family 's rat-
ings on a. f a ctor, and the amount of scatter : the extent of 
variation within a family ' s rating profile on a fac t or and 
found b y computing the square root of t he sum of squares of 
a family 's deviation in ratings about its Oi'l,'n mean. The 
following patterns of similarity or dissimil arity were f ound: 
Factor 
"Your s-oouse 11 
11 ~Ch is ch ild" 
"Other children11 
"Other people 11 
"11'amily interests 11 
"Family religious practice" 
SL - Similar level 
SS - Similar scatter 
A1R 
-SL ;SS 
SL ;SS 
SL ; VS 
SL ; VS 
SL ; VS 
SL ; VS 
VL 
vs 
B 1R 
sL-Vs 
' SL ;SS 
VL ;VS 
SL ;SS 
SL;SS 
VL ;VS 
- Varied 
- Varied 
C' R 
SL ;VS 
VL;VS 
SL ;VS 
SL ;SS 
SL;SS 
VL ;VS 
level 
scatter 
An analysis of the levels Q[ elevation which resulted in 
t he above patterns showed that the representative families in 
Group A ' R t ended to rate the i-c.J.fluenoe of these interpersonal 
factors somewhat higher than did the representative families 
in Groups B ' R and C 1 R. Also, an aYI..alysis of the amounts of 
scatter showed that t here was considerable variation in all 
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three groups , but that the amount in Group A' R usually was 
less than in the other tt>Jo . These results suggest the inter-
pretation t hat husbands and wives in this first group pl a ced 
more i mportance on the i nter·personal f actors , and that there 
was more consis ten t agreement bet ween them as t o t his import-
ance , than was indicated f or either of the other t Ho groups . 
Thus , t he writer believes t hat t he degree of compatibility or 
adjustment in Group A1R i s larger than in Groups B' R and C' R. 
From this con clus ion modest support for the h y-pothesis of this 
study has been found . 
From this study the Hriter would summarize the following 
conclusions : 
1. tvhi le care must b e exer·cised in general izing the find-
ings of this study , they may be applied to p opulatlons other 
t han the studJ sample if t here is suf ficient agreemei.'lt on 
ma.jor d imensions among the populations compared . 
2 . A comparison of f amil y r at ing pr ofile aver ages on the 
i nterpersonal f a ctors between the thr•ee random groups and t he 
larger groups from which t hey were chosen shm'Ved a very close 
agreement . No differences were gr eater t han • 2 . This agreement 
has been interpr e ted as s howing that the r andom groups repre-
' s ent the larger group s . Since A' R was chosen from A', a group 
of 98 families , and since the highest ratio of compatibility 
vms ascr ibed to this group by means used i n this study, the 
total sampl e ' s compos ition may include approximately 100 well-
ad.j us t ed f a:::nilies and approximately 100 not-ELQ,-~-adjus ted 
f amilies . 
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3. Only in Group A1R were the huEbands and wives con-
sistently agreed as to the positive influence on themselves 
of their mates and of the harmony between them. Also, this 
group seemed to attach more positive importance to the re-
maining interpersonal factors than did the other two groups . 
These circumstances suggest the interpretation that one of 
the major sources of a positive family climate stems from 
the relationships existing beti"reen husband and wife. 
4. In the rea.lm of Christian character education, this 
study ' s con clusions lend added support to the view that par-
ental cooperation, volunte.r ily given , should make for more 
successful home teaching when both parents participate. 
5. Then, too, one of the usual proced.ures in CRP method-
ology in participating churches is to have a parents ' class . 
This study 's conclusions point to the desirability of making 
these classes therapeutic grou.ps in which husband-v.rife re-
lations may be improved . 
6. Hhile this study has not produced a novel typology 
of the home, it has focused attention on two central tenden-
cies i n family adjustment. Terms b orrm.red from the vocabulary 
of geometry designate the well- adjusted as the symmetr ical 
family, and the not-so-well-ad~iusted as the asymmetrical 
family . The sym~metry or asymmetry of these famil y adjustment 
tendencies are in terms of interpersonal attitudes and relat-
ionships. 
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The second son of George Preston Green and Nellie 
Spencer Green, J . Carleton Green was born September 27 , 
1913 in \ "ichita , Kansas . His early years v-.rer e spent in t he 
middle- wes t . The f amily moved to Southern California in 1934. 
The writer completed his college training at the Univer-
sity of Southern California in June , 1940 . SeminB.ry training 
was received at Boston University School of Theology . He was 
ordained t o the ministry of the nethodist Church in December , 
1 942 . Upon compl etion of his theological preparation, the 
writer entered the United States Navy as a Chaplain . He served 
at t he Naval Operating Base , Guantanamo nay , Cuba , for a year , 
and then was transferred t o an Attack Transport in t he Pacific , 
and served for 16 months . 
ll' ollm-J i ng separation from the Navy in November , 1945, the 
~t'lriter was appointed to the l"Iethocli.st Church in Santa J.Varia , 
California . I n June, 19L1-9 , he left this Church to return to 
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Boston University for further graduate study . \·Jhile com-
pleting the residence requirements for t he Ph . D. degree , he 
served t he 11ethodist Church in \'Jest Chelmsford , Hassachusetts . 
:£i or t h e past t No years the vrr i ter has been a Research As sociate 
vJ i th the Union Colleg e Character Hesearch Project in Schen-
ectady, l'Iew York . Also , he has served t he Jllethoo_i s t Churches 
i n Ames and Sprout Brool{ , New York . 
On June 10, 1 9L~3 the writer vras married to Pauline 
Trezona of Hou:c.t Vel~non , Iowa . '.the Greens -aow have two 
daughters , J·anet , born in California in 1947 , and Susan, born 
in i-J ev-1 York i n 1953 . They plan to return to Southern California 
and a pastorate in J une of this year , 1954. 
